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The origins of thermal fati-jiie are first considered, 
with reference to the turhine hlades of jet tni'hine asro-enginGS. 
The relationship between this problem and the investigation 
described in the thesis is then explained, A detailed descriptic 
follo’.Ys of the development and structure of the alloy to be 
tested - ÎTiiaonic 105*
To enable a systematic understanding of the creep 
curves produced experimentally, the theory of creep in tvro-phase 
alloys is reviewed, and in view of the high test temperatures 
involved, an examination is included of the time dependent changes 
occurring in two-phase systems produced by precipitation from a 
supersaturated solid solution. The literature review is conclude 
with a survey of previous relevant creep investigations, in 
particular those carried out to compare tensile and compressive 
creep behaviour.
The development of tensile and compressive creep 
apparatus is described, including detailed consideration of the 
design of compressive loading devices, and of a creep furnace 
made in two halves specially designed to suit the type of 
compressive creep machine chosen.
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Details of the experimental procedure are discussed 
at some length since they explain the sraall scatter obtained 
in the creep data. As well as the sequence followed in the 
creep tests, a description is included of the metallographic 
examination of specimens after creep testing.
The results of the creep testing programme are given 
as a series of graphs of creep strain versus time. Since 
the tests were carried out at constant load, a procedure is 
developed for correcting the constant load creep curves to 
constant stress curves, A knowledge of the strain-rate 
dependence upon stress is necessary for this correction.
This dependence has been measured, and its significance is 
discussed. Since the theoretical discussion showed that the 
strain rate dependence upon temperature varied from one nickel 
alloy to another, the activation energy for creep was measured, 
both in tension and compression. The resulting values are 
discussed, both in relation to each other, and to the values 
found by other workers. The discussion of results ends with 
a critical comparison between the creep curves measured in 
tension and compression, vfnich involves a detailed consideration 
of the nucléation and gro'Ytli of cracks during creep deformation.
The relevance of the Bauschinger effect to thermal 
fatigue prediction, is pointed out, and the present state of 
understanding of this effect in two-phase alloys is outlined.
The development of a device to measure this effect at high 
temperature is described.
The final chapter draws together the conclusions 
from the rest of the Thesis and discusses their more general 
significance in the experimental and theoretical investigation 
of time-dependent deformation.
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Problem of Creep and Thermal Fati.gue,
At temperatures considerably below half the absolute 
melting point (hn) of a metal, the assumption may be made 
that stress and strain are uniquely related. This assiimtion 
no longer holds at temperatures approaching and in excess of 
half Tm. It is found that a test piece impressed with a 
constant tensile stress extends with time. This phenomenon 
is known as creep, and during the past hundred years, creep 
has commanded ever increasing attention from engineers and 
metallurgists as the working tempera rares of machinery have 
been increased. Typical temperatures encountered in high 
temperature environments are the 3OOOOC encountered by space 
vehicles re-entering the atmosphere; lOOO^C in a gas-turbine 
aero-engine and 600^0 in a steam turbo--generator. Since
the long-range purpose of this investigation is to assist 
the economic usage of aircraft engines the temperature of 
interest here is the second of these.
The general mode of operation of all jet engines is 
the same in that air is drawn in and compressed, prior to 
burning and rearward ejection, in an axial flow compressor, 
which derives its power from a turbine driven by the outflowing 
gases. The combination of high temperature and centrifugal 
stress produces an extremely testing environment for the 
turbine blades. In this situation creep can be a limiting 
factor in the life of a blade, either due to the loss of 
dimensional tolerance, or to actual failure.
In/
- -
In recent years the development of cooled turbine 
blades, in which air is blown down cooling holes in.the 
blade, has reduced the problem of creep. The life limiting 
factor which is now of most importance is the thermal 
fatigue induced by thermal shocks at the beginning and end 
of each period of engine use(^).
Thermal shock is produced during the start-up 
of an engine, when cold turbine blades are suddenly exposed 
to a high speed flow of hot gas. The outer surfaces of a 
blade are heated immediately to a temperature many hundred 
degrees higher than the blade core. Thermal expansion in 
the hot surface is restrained by the core, and so the surface 
is held in a state of compression; if the thermal shock is 
of sufficient severity, plastic flow will occur. As the 
temperature gradients lessen, the core expands, so that the 
surface is now in tension, and further creep relaxation can 
occur. As will be understood, a similar shock is experienced 
on shut-down, when the hot blades are exposed to a cool stream 
of gas. The heating shock is usually held to be more
damaging, since the thermal stresses are developed at a higher
temperature(^).
The result of repeated thermal shocks is that the 
deformation accumulates as fatigue damage, and results in 
cracking of either the leading or trailing edge of the blade. 
Once a crack is present, the blade life is severely limited, 
since the centrifugal stress tends to profugate the crack 
across the whole cross-section.
For safety reasons, the life of a blade must be 
known with a certain degree of accuracy. If the life were
simply creep limited, blade life could be defined as a
certain amount of running time. Since thermal shock is 
now the main cause of damage to blades, the number of shocks 
as/
as well as the amount of running time must be included.
Since relaxation of the thermal stresses will occur during 
high temperature lauining time, the incorporation of running 
time in a blade life criterion is not irrelevant.
The object of thermal fatigue analysis is to 
calculate how many cycles of heating, holding at high 
temperature, and cooling, a particular blade configuration 
will withstand. By using modern high speed computers, the 
problem has been tackled in the following manner(^).
Knowing the temperature of the exhaust gas, a 
distribution of temperature over the surface of the blade is 
assumed. The blade cross-section is then divided into an 
array of square elements and the temperature of each element 
is calculated. From known thermal expansion data, the stress 
regime at each element can be calculated. To find the 
plastic strain at each point, the stress-strain-time 
behaviour must be known at each temperature for the material 
in question. An additional complication arises from the 
fact that the temperature distribution throughout the blade 
is changing rapidly during the first few seconds of the 
thermal shock.
The main obstruction to a complete solution of the 
problem is the lack of precise knowledge of material 
behaviour. As a result of the extensive creep testing which 
has been carried out, the tensile properties of some nickel 
base alloys.are sufficiently well known. A solution has 
been computed on the assumption that the unknovm compressive 
creep properties were identical to the tensile ones. This 
solution could be inaccurate due to two factors,
1) Compression and tension creep are not necessarily
identical,
2)/
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2) The material may exhibit a Bauschinger effeot(^).
This effect appears as a drop in the flow stress after prior 
straining either in the same or the opposite direction. The 
importance of this effect in thermal fatigue is apparent, 
since the blade alloy is stressed successively in opposite 
directions. Thus the presence of a Bauschinger effect 
could powerfully affect the amount of plastic strain 
experienced by a blade.
The programme of research described in this thesis 
is designed to shed light on these factors, by measuring the 
compressive creep properties of Nimonic I05, one of the 
nickel alloys in common use in British jet engines. The 
information required is the strain-time relationship for a 
test piece at various temperatures and uniaxial stresses, 
both in compression and tension. The advantages of this 
type of data over that collected from tests which more 
nearly duplicate actual blade conditions are;
1) The uniaxial creep test is well established and accepted 
both as a means for collecting useful engineering design data, 
and for investigating deformation mechanisms in metals.
2) The apparatus required for such a test is,relatively 
simple, and usually consists of a lever loading device, a 
furnace with suitable temperature control, and an extension 
measuring device.
3) The results of these tests are fairly easy to interpret 
and are used as a means of comparison between one alloy and 
another,
4) Dislocation theories of creep can be used to predict the 
creep rate in a simple stress system. The validity of the 
theory can be evaluated by comparing the prediction with the 
creep rate measured in a uniaxial creep test.
As/
As a second line of research, it was intended to 
measure the high temperature Bauschinger effect of Nimonic 
105* Although this alloy is known to have a Bauschinger 
effect at room temperature^^)^ no reliable information on 
any metal or alloy appears to be available for the magnitude 
of the effect at high temperature. A more complete account 
of the Bauschinger effect, and the progress made towards its 
measurement, is given in Part Two of this Thesis (Chapter Six).
1.2 The Structure and Development of the Nickel Base 
Alloy Nimonic 105.
Before describing the present theories of creep in 
metals, the composition and structure of the alloy in 
question will be discussed. This is necessary, since the 
theory applicable to a particular alloy is decided by the 
microstructure. During this discussion the reasons will be 
outlined for the resistance of this alloy to the extreme 
conditions experienced by an aircraft-engine turbine.
Composition.
The composition of Nimonic 105 is given in Table 1 
below(b). As can be seen this is not a simple binary or 
even ternary alloy. It is the purpose of this section to 
rationalise the presence of each of the nine elements 
nominally present.
Table 1.
Element Weight Percent
Nickel Balance
Carbon 0.8
Chromium 15
Cobalt 20
Molybdenum 5
Titanium 1,2
Aluminium 4.7
Boron -C 0,01
Zirconium. <  0.04.
The S brengthening of î-etals.
A successful alloy for service at temperatures 
of the order of lOCO^C, must possess a combination of 
properties. Strength, corrosion resistance and toughness 
are of prime importance, but ease of forming and the cost of 
the constituents must also be considered. Of the commonly 
available structural metals, nickel has better oxidation 
resistance than iron, and is much more ductile than chromium, 
but like all pure metals is fairly weak. After suitable 
alloying the properties of the resultant metal can be improved 
very considerably.
At 950^0, under a stress of 2,000 lb in , a pure 
nickel test piece ruptures after 8 hours(7), while a Nimonic 
105 specimen, under similar conditions, would remain unbroken 
for 50,000 hours.
This remarkable strengthening is achieved basically 
by two structural mechanisms - solid solution hardening; and 
precipitation hardening. .
Solid Solution Hardening.
The principle which governs all attempts to make 
stronger alloys is the restriction of the movement of crystal 
dislocations. These are the imperfections which allow a 
metal lattice to be permanently deformed^®^. By introducing 
atoms of a different atomic size into a lattice, irregularities 
are introduced in the form of strain fields which surround 
each solute atom. These strained areas retard the easy glide 
of dislocations, and hence the alloy is stronger than the pure 
metal,
As the temperature is increased, thermal agitation 
helps the dislocations to overcome the barriers of the strain 
fields, and the yield stress of the alloy falls. The general 
structure of a true solid solution, however, does not change 
to/
(q)
to any great extent after heating at high temperature' •
For maximum hardening, large differences between 
solute and solvent atomic size are desirable. However, for 
a misfit greater than I5/, the solid solubility is 
restricted(^^), and once this level of solute concentration 
is reached, the solute precipitates as a second phase, and 
no further solid solution hardening accrues.
Since tîie effect of a second additive is 
independent of the first, further hardening can be obtained 
by increasing the number of alloying additions, provided the 
solute atoms do not combine chemically to give an intermetallic 
compound.
Precipitation Hardening.
Although solid solution hardening has been known 
in the form of bronze and the iron-carbon alloys, for many 
centuries, precipitation hardening was unknown till I9O6, 
when it was accidentally discovered by 'Yilm(^^), But no 
explanation of the phenomenon was given until l?19i when 
Merica and his c o - w o r k e r e n u n c i a t e d  the principle that 
hardening depended upon a solid solution whose solubility 
decreased with decreasing temperature, An originally 
homogeneous alloy could thus decompose into a two-phase 
mixture when the temperature was lowered.
The second phase is usually precipitated as a 
dispersion of fine particles. For a variety of reasons, 
discussed later, these particles are effective dislocation 
barriers.
To produce the desired effect, a two-stege heat 
treatment is usually necessary. A single phase solid 
solution is produced by exposure at high temperature, above 
the solution temperature, and by quenching to ambient 
temperature. An aging treatment at a lower temperature 
results/
results in the beneficial dispersion of second phase particles. 
The aging temperature is chosen as a compromise between the 
short time required, but low amount of precipitate, of a high 
temperature, and the uneconomically long, but large amount of 
precipitate, of a lower temperature.
The operating temperature of this type of alloy is 
limited severely by the solution temperature of the precipitate 
phase. On the other hand, substantial strength is retained 
even at temperatures fairly close to the solution temperature, 
sinoe even a small amount of second phase has a large 
strengthening effect.
With a knowledge of the strengthening mechanisms 
involved, the effect of individual alloying additions can now 
be discussed.
Chromium has been recognised as a useful addition to 
nickel since I9O6, when Marsh(^^) realised its beneficial 
effect both upon corrosion resistance and upon strength, as a 
solid solution strengthening agent. Chromium itself has 
excellent corrosion resistance due to its adherent impermeable 
oxide, and in solution, chromium imparts this property to the 
alloy.
Since chromium is available at a reasonable cost in 
relation to its ability in improving these properties, it has 
been added almost universally to nickel base alloys and in 
particular, to Nimonic IO5.
The most spectacular strength increment observed in 
nickel alloys is derived from the precipitate phase based upon 
Ni^ Al. Since 65/ of the aluminium atoms can be replaced by 
titanium without changing the lattice structure from face 
centred cubic (Ni Al) to hexagonal close packing (Ni Ti), 
the formula is usually written Ni^(Ti, Al), and is known as 
the/
the gamma prime phase. Although the h.o.p, eta phase is 
also beneficial to the creep strength the gamma prime is 
preferable. In its equilibrium form eta exists as long 
thin needles, incoherent with the matrix. Such incoherent 
particles are less effective as dislocation barriers than 
the spheroidal, coherent gamma prime particles (see section
1.4).
As will be shown later, the best strengthening 
effect is obtained from a large volume fraction of closely 
spaced precipitates. This has led to an increase in the 
amount of titanium and aluminium added to nickel alloys, 
with the aim of increasing the volume fraction of gamma 
prime.
The amount of gamma prime present, however, is not 
limited to the stoichiometric Ni^(Ti, Al) composition. The 
phase has extensive solubility for atoms such as chromium 
and cobalt, especially in the early stages of precipitation 
when the phase change reaction proceeds most rapidly(^4).
It has been shown^^^O that during high temperature exposure 
some of these foreign atoms are rejected from the gamma prime 
lattice, A refining process takes place so that the 
precipitate composition approaches the expected Ni^(Ti, Al) 
formula.
Hence the most recently developed of nickel alloys 
have up to 8/ by weight titanium plus aluminium. After 
suitable heat treatment, the volume, fraction of gamma prime 
precipitate which results is over pO/*
The effectiveness of the gamma prime precipitate 
can be extended to higher temperatures by the addition of 
cobalt, which raises the solution temperature, A cobalt 
bearing alloy can thus operate at a higher temperature than 
a non-cobalt“bearing alloy(^T,l&), Cobalt is also an 
effective/
10
effective solid solution strengthening element, though 
because of the similarity in size between the nickel and 
cobalt atoms, the strengthening obtained is less marked 
than that from the addition of chromium. By comparison 
with Russian superalloys which contain no cobalt, and most 
American ones, which do contain some, Nimonic 105 with 2Of 
cobalt makes greatest use of this metal as an alloying 
addition.
Since the molybdenum atom is almost twice as 
heavy as the nickel atom, it diffuses more slowly through 
the nickel lattice, and so slows down diffusion rates generally, 
in particular at the interface between the gamma prime and 
the parent matrix^^^). The presence of molybden'um in Nimonic 
105 thus slows down the precipitate agglomeration process.
As do most alloying additions, molybdenum fulfils a multiple 
function, since it.also acts as a solid solution strengthener 
and forms a carbide of the form Mo Cg, This type of carbide 
is desirable, since the alternative Og, where M is a 
metal ion, has been associated with brittleness especially 
in welded structures^^^).
The improvement of ductility was given unexpected 
help when it was found^^?) that accidental additions of 
boron and zirconium improved the elongation of nickel base 
alloys. These original additions were made as contamination 
from the walls of the crucible in which the alloy was melted. 
Becker, Rowe' and ?reeman(^7) have carried out a systematic 
investigation into the reasons for the improvement. They 
concluded that the boron and zirconium atoms segregated to 
grain boundaries. The reason proposed is that the atomic 
sizes of these atoms, 1.7 A.U. and $.16 A.U. for boron and 
zirconium respectively, are markedly smaller and larger than 
the major constituents of nickel alloys, for which the 
substitutional atomic diameter has been given as 2.55 A.U.
For/
For this reason, it is claimed, the horon and zirconium 
atoms tend to segregate to regions of great lattice misfit, 
such as the grain boundaries. The distortion creates 
lattice sites of unusual size, which would be unfilled if 
these elements of odd atomic size were not present. Such 
vacant sites would act as imperfections which under the 
influence of a stress could grow into a cavity, which could 
eventually lead to failure.
In present practice these elements are added in 
controlled quantities, since the amounts required are minute 
(see Table l). The presence of too much boron gives rise 
to the formation of complex, brittle borides in the grain 
boundaries. These reduce the ductility and hot workability 
of the alloy both by their brittleness and their low melting 
point.
Despite being a minor constituent, carbon plays a 
major role in preventing brittleness in nickel alloys. By 
means of suitable heat treatment, the formation of carbides 
can be induced in the grain boundaries. Since the main 
carbide-forming element is chromium, a region depleted of 
chromium forms along grain boundaries, Now, the solubility 
of aluminium and titanium in the matrix has been shown to be 
decreased by presence of chromium(^5). Hence in the region 
depleted of chromium there is an absence of gamma prime 
particles. This weakened region has high ductility,, and so 
the initiation of cracks is retarded. In support of this, 
several observations^^^#^^) show that an absence of grain 
boundary carbides leads to low ductility and short creep life. 
The direct effect of the carbides is to act as precipitation 
hardening agents in the grain boundaries, retarding grain 
boundary sliding, and preventing grain growth by boundary 
migration.
As/
As has been mentioned above, the final properties 
of a precipitation hardened alloy depend crucially upon the 
heat treatment given to it. The first stage for Nimonic 
105 solution treatment at ll^O^C for 4 hours
which takes into solution all but the most refractory 
particles. A further I6 hours at lO^O^G allows carbon to 
diffuse to the grain boundaries and form carbides. A fine,! 
treatment at YOO^G for 16 hours converts a large volume 
fraction - up to 50/ - of the alloy to gamma prime. By 
continuing the treatment long enough for the particles to 
grow to a few hundred angstrom, the precipitate is better 
able to resist dissolution at high temperature than when the 
particles are very small,
1.5 Theory of Creep in Two-Phase Alloy Systems.
Curve Fitting.
The earliest attempt to systematise creep data was 
the fitting of mathematical expressions to creep curves.
The equation.proposed by Andrade^^^^ is probably the best 
known example of this approach. The strain, e, during a 
test, is given, at time t, by
X.
€ = Gg/l + B t"') exp k t, where
Gq , B and k are constants.
As Andrade points out, for small^values of B and k, this 
can be written ^  B t"" + k + smaller terms)
giving the well known transient B) and steady state
(sq k) components of the creep curve.
Many other equations such as this have been
(21)
devised' , and while all may be useful in practice to 
represent actual behaviour, none help to indicate the 
fundamental mechanism of deformation.
It/
It has long been the dream of the metallurgist 
to predict the creep rate in a metal, without recourse to 
experiment, knowing only the stress and temperature 
involved, and one or two parameters defining the material 
structure. 7/hen dislocation theory gained general 
acceptance, it became possible to advance particular atomic 
interactions to account for the behaviour of metals under 
stress. In the case of pure metals and solid solution 
alloys many arrangements of dislocations and atoms have 
been proposed(^^) as creep mechanisms. In any particular 
case it has proved extremely difficult to identify the 
deformation process which is controlling the rate of strain. 
Hence the complexity of the problem has caused slow progress 
towards the prediction of creep rates.
Two-phase alloys of the precipitation or 
dispersion hardened type are, despite their structural 
irregularity, more simple to treat theoretically, since the 
rate controlling process can be assumed to be the interaction 
of dislocations with precipitatesC^)), Both single- and 
poly-phase systems have been treated by Weertman(-4,25,26)^ 
who, almost alone, has had success in developing theoretical 
expressions for steady state creep rates.
Since the ideas and assumptions used in Weertman's 
analysis are of great interest, the detailed argument is 
given in an Appendix. Suffice it here to say that the 
assumed rate controlling mechanism is the climb of 
dislocations around precipitate particles.
The following expressions result a) at low
stresses
ds ^ (T b® D /, \« - mv?
where/
d. swhere ~~rr is the rate of strain at
O' is the resolved shear stress 
b = the Burgers vector 
D = the coefficient of self diffusion 
= exp(-Q/RT)
Q = activation energy for self diffusion 
k = Boltzmann’s constant 
Ï = temperature
h = the average second phase particle diameter. 
At higher stresses, given by
O' > ~  , where
p, = shear modulus 
X ~ interparticle spacing, 
the creep rate is given by
dc 2% X® D
dt h n® k T
This equation is valid up to stresses such that
^ and at higher stresses,
(2)
The following points of interest arise from these
equations for the steady state creep rate.
1) At low and medium stresses, (equations (l) and (2)) 
the predicted stress dependence is a power law, while at
the highest stresses, the creep rate depends upon
exp(— - ■ . Similar expressions have been found forP K i
creep in single phase a l l o y s A  gi/eat deal of 
experimental data has been fitted to a power law 
dependenc e(9 ).
2)/
2) Equations (l) and (2) predict a temperature dependence 
of the form exp(-Q/RT), and since Q, is the activation 
energy for self-diffusion, the measured creep activation 
energy should he close to this value*
5) The creep rate depends explicitly upon the structural 
parameters h and X. Changes in these during a test should 
affect the creep rate.
Comparison of Predicted and. Observed Creep Behaviour.
Despite the existence of V/eertman's equations for 
some eight years, no great mass of experimental evidence has 
been accumulated to confirm the accuracy of Weertman's ideas. 
To this author’s knowledge, the only readily available 
published information is the following: two studies of
dispersion hardened alloys - sintered aluminium powder(28)
(S A P) and thoria dispersed nickel^^^^ (T D nickel), and an 
investigation on two precipitation hardened nickel alloys - 
M252 and Inconol 7 0 o O ° b
The experiments of Ansell and Lenel^^®hn S A P  
alloys showed that the steady state creep rate obeyed, to a 
high degree of accuracy,
~  = Ko-^ exp(-Q/RT)
where Q was found to be 57,000 k cal/mole. This, then
shows excellent qualitative agreement with Weertman's 
equation (2), since the activation energy for- creep is in 
excellent agreement with the figure for self-diffusion, and 
the derived stress exponent is 4 , also in agreement with the 
experimental value.
Despite a knowledge of the structural parameters, 
it proved impossible to predict the creep rates. In general 
the observed creep rates were much lower than those predicted
by equation (2), The conclusion is drawn that the number of
mobile/
mobile dislocations in a dispersion hardened alloy is much 
lower than in a single phase alloy. In a single phase 
alloy, there exists a continuons three-dimensional network 
of dislocationsthe development of which may be prevented 
by the particles of Al^ 0^  in SAP.
( 29 ^Similar results have been obtained for T D nickel' 
in that the creep rate depended upon the stress according to 
a power law, with an exponent 7 and the creep activation 
energy was 64 k cal/mole, in full agreement with the 
activation energy for self-diffusion.
The stress exponent of 7 io somewhat higher than 
the calculated value of 4> and it is difficult to explain 
the difference. The main structural difference between SAP 
and TD nickel is that the Al^ 0^  particles are flat platelets, 
while the thoria particles are spheroidal. Both typos are 
incoherent with the pure metal matrix surrounding them.
In the T D nickel alloy, the creep rate was found 
to depend upon the structural parameter X^/h, in agreement 
with the prediction of equation (2), which is the appropriate 
equation for the stress levels discussed.
The experiments carried out to determine the 
relation between structure and creep rate in precipitation 
hardened alloys are more difficult than similar experiments 
on alloys strengthened with dispersions of oxide particles, 
since the size and number of precipitate particles is 
continuously changing. While the oxide particles are 
insoluble due to their large energy of formation, the gamma 
prime particles have been observed by Rowe and Freeman to 
agglomerate into larger particles(50) the test temperature 
of 871^0. The course of the agglomeration v/as followed by 
interrupting creep tests after suitable fractions of the 
creep rupture life, so that the structure could be examined 
by electron microscopy.
_ 1? »
Suoh a structural survey was carried out on the M252 
alloy which contains approximately 2 ^  of gamma prime, and 
a linear relationship was found between Weertman^s 
structural parameter X^/h and the steady state creep rate*
On the other hand, Inconel 700, with 40 v o l o f  
precipitate, proved to be insensitive to structural 
alteration, insofar as could be ascertained. It would 
appear that at the higher volume fraction of precipitate,
\^/h is not as sensitive to the variations in X and h which 
undoubtedly took place.
On this evidence it may be concluded that Weertman’s 
equations, while still unable to predict absolute creep 
rates, are probably based upon sound assumptions, and further 
work is required to define their limitations*
There are, however, several observations which do 
not entirely agree with Weertman's scheme, Wilcox and 
Clauer^^^) measured creep rates in TD nickel which had an 
asymmetric, acicular grain structure. Although their 
results for temperatures in excess of 0*5 Tm fitted an 
equation of the usual form
If = A e x p g )
where A is a constant, the values measured for n and Q, 
were 40 and I9O k cal/mole, compared with the expected 
values of 4 und 68 k cal/mole respectively. These do not 
fit into any theoretical formulation, nor has any 
deformation process been associated with them.
An even higher value for the activation energy of 
creep in a nickel alloy has been published by Dioguardo and 
hloyd(^^) who found Q = 215 k cal/mole in Rene'^  41* This 
is far in excess of other observations of the activation 
energy in nickel base superalloys(^5,54) which have 
generally/
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generally found values between 80 and 120 k cal/mole, 
likewise, no explanation exists for these apparently 
anomalous results.
Since all these studies liava been carried out on 
polycrystalline material, it can be argued that grain 
boundary effects are causing this lack of complete 
agreement. With the improvements in techniques of 
directional solidification, it would seem feasible bo 
produce single crystal test pieces with which to test 
further the validity of Weertinan’s equations, which take no 
cognisance of the presence of grain boundaries. Such 
experiments would have to be carried out on suitably oriented 
crystals, so that a particular set of slip systems could be 
made to operate under a known shear stress.
Other Theories of Greeo in Two-Phase Alloys,
Although prominence is given here to the ideas 
developed by Weertman, other theoretical treatments of the 
two-phase system have been published recently. In 
particular, Webster and fiearcey(7") have considered the 
multiplication of mobile dislocations with increasing 
strain, and produced an equation which fits the creep 
curves measured in the nickel-base alloy D,S,-20C, No 
detailed mechanism is assumed in this treatment, and the 
values of the constant terms in the creep equation ai'e 
found by fitting the equation to the experimental curves.
Unlike Weertman's theory, this treatment does not 
make useful predictions about the probable dependence of 
creep rate upon structure and stress. It does, however, 
forecast that the measured activation energy for creep 
should be twice the activation energy for self-diffusion in 
the alloy, and indeed, experiment shows that the activation 
energy for creep in this alloy is twice the activation 
energy/
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energy for self-diffusion in pure nickel. This must be 
regarded as satisfactory agreement.
Another theory which makes no explicit predictions 
of stress and structure dependence has been developed in the 
Soviet Union by Roitburd, Usikov and Utevskii.
After examining thin sections of a Ui-Cr-Ti-Al 
alloy by transmission electron microscopy, Roitburd^^^^ and 
his co-workers conclude that the dislocation structure 
present after creep cannot be explained by any accepted 
dislocation motion e.g., glide, cross-slip or climb. They 
propose that the rate controlling* process in creep is the 
movement of helical dislocations,which can proceed by means 
of short range diffusion flows from one segment of dislocation 
to another of opposite sign.
On this basis, an expression for the steady state 
creep rate has been developed;
ft = (y
where A = constant
h = pitch of the helix
a = radius of the cylinder enclosing the helix
p - dislocation density.
By inserting values of the experimental parameters, 
an excellent approximation to the observed creep rate was 
obtained. It is concluded that the non-conservative motion 
of helical dislocations can take place at a sufficient rate 
to give observable plastic flow.
In this theory no explicit account is taken of the 
precipitate dispersion. Presumably the dislocation density 
_p is restricted by the presence of the particles, as is 
suggested by the creep tests on S A P -  type alloys^^o)^
As/
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As the authors comment, the stress dependence of 
the creep rate in this theory is more complex than the 
explicit linear relationship, since p will depend, in some 
manner, upon the applied stress,
Before this theory can “be generally accepted, 
further experimental work is required, since the only 
evidence at present depends upon the creep of one alloy at 
one temperature and stress, and upon a dislocation density 
assumed to he of the right order of magnitude rather than 
measured directly,
1,4 The Effect of Precipitate Par bides on the Machanical 
Properties of Metals,
Weertman'8 analysis of creep in two phase alloys 
assumes that the second phase particles resist penetration 
“by dislocation segments, While this may seem readily 
acceptable for refractory, incoherent particles of Al^ 0^  in 
pure aluminium, it is not so for the gamma prime precipitate, 
which has a crystal lattice similar to the parent matrix, and 
a lattice parameter which differs by only It is
the intention of this section to set out reasons for the 
undoubted hardening which the presence of the gamma prime 
accomplishes. The several effects will be examined 
separately as follows,
l) Even a small difference in lattice parameters will 
induce strains in a particle, and in the matrix surrounding 
it. Such strains have been detected both by X-ray and 
electron microscopy methods^^S), A dislocation encountering 
a region of disturbed lattice, surrounding either a solute 
atom or a precipitate particle, is retard in its motion and 
llott and Nabarro(59) have calculated that the stress 
necessary to move a dislocation through such a strain field 
is/
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where cr is the shear stress acting on the dislocation
slip plane 
G the shear modulus of the matrix
e a function of the difference in lattice parameters
f the volume fraction of precipitate.
This formula can be used to calculate the yield
stress of a metal, and estimates have been made(40) fox' the 
yield stress in several aluminium alloys. In most cases 
the calculation was fairly successful in its prediction.
The most efficient distribution of precipitate 
particles can be seen to be, both from this expression, and 
from Weertman's calculated structural parameter to be a 
large volume fraction of particles, whose interparticle 
distances are so small that the adjacent strain fields 
overlap,
2) A totally different type of strengthening effect arises 
when the precipitate has an ordered structure. The gamma 
prime precipitate has an ordered structure, whose unit cell 
is based on the f.c.c, lattice with nickel atoms occupying 
all the face centre sites, and titanium or aluminium atoms 
filling the corner sites. The passage of an ordinary 
dislocation through such a structure will destroy order along 
its slip plane, leaving behind a so-called anti-phase 
boundary (APB), This is a high energy interface whose 
energy/ of formation may be calculated, from the analysis 
given by Marcinkowski^^^), to be 4OO erg/cm^ for the 
octahedral planes - the usual slip planes in an f.c.c, lattice. 
In a disordered alloy the analogous defect is a stacking fault, 
which as an energy of around 100 erg/cm^ , much smaller than 
that of an A.P.B.
In/
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In addition to the energy of disordering, new 
surface is created between the partie]e and matrix. B y  
considering the work done in moving a single dislocation 
through a particle, the stress required can be calculated^^O) 
to be
where Yp - the energ;;/ of a disordered interface in
the particle
Ys = the energy of the partiele-onergy interface
f = the volune fraction of precipitate
b = the Burgers vector
r = the particle radius.
Assuming Yp to be much greater than Yg » we have
cr >
Inserting f = 0.5
Yp ” 400 erg/cm^
b ~ 2,5 X 10”  ^cm
we obtain a > 80 kg/miQ®
= 51 ton/in^,
which shows that very appreciable strengthening results from 
the internal ordering of the precipitate, especially when it 
is realised that this is a lower limit for the yield strength. 
This figure of 51 ton/in® is a resolved shear stress, and 
compares with 0.6 ton/in^ for the critical resolved shear 
stress of a pure nickel single crystal^^^).
However, it has been found^^l) that dislocations 
can move through superlattices in pairs, separated by an 
anti-phase boundary. The equilibrium spacing of the 
dislocations is decided by a balance between the mutual 
repulsion of the dislocations, and the energy of formation of 
the/
the A.P.B. The Burgers vectors of the components of 
such a superdislocation are so related that the disorder 
created hy the leading dislocation is repaired by the 
second of the pair. The stress required to move such a 
configuration is less than that calculated above. 
Superdislocakions have been observed in the matrix of 
Ninonic alloys(57), T)ie presence of titanium and 
aluminium apparently induces some long range order in the 
matrix.
It has not yet been proved that the motion of 
superdislocations plays a major role in the deformation 
of î'Timonic 105, Even if such dislocations were the only 
mobile types in a lattice, creep would be slow, due to the 
comparatively low density of such dislocations.
5) The proposal has been made by Fleischer(43,40) that 
when a dislocation is moved into a second phase particle, 
interface dislocations must be created, with a Burgers 
vector equal to the difference between the vector in the 
matrix, and that in the particle. The assertion is made 
that even though this difference may be small, the effect 
is physically significant. Since no quantitative 
evidence is available for the size of the effect in nickel 
alloys, it must remain a matter of conjecture as to whether 
or not this effect is of use in Nimonic IO5.
4) When a dislocation approaches a region of different 
elastic modulus, it experiences a repulsive force^^^).
Since Fleischer has shown that the Guinier-Preston zones 
in an Al-Cu alloy give rise to appreciable strengthening 
by this means, it may be assumed by analogy that gamma 
prime in Nimonic can act in a similar fashion.
There is thus good reason for the assumption 
that gamma prime particles resist penetration by dislocations, 
as/
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as required by the dislocation climb model for creep.
This does nob mean that dislocations never cut through 
these particles, since it is known that the yield stress 
in alloys with a dispersion of small coherent particles 
is decided by the stress required for dislocation cutting
of the précipitates(40),
1,5 Time Dependence of Precipitate Size Distribution.
An alloy with a dispersed second phase produced 
by precipitation from a supersaturated solid solution has 
a particle size distribution which covers up to an order 
of magnitude from smallest particle to largest. During 
high temperature exposure, this distribution changes with 
time as the solute rearranges itself into a configuration 
of lower surface energy. The net result is that the 
smaller particles diminish in size, while the larger 
particles grow at their expense.
This effect has serious consequences for alloys 
of economic importance, since their creep resistance falls 
with the coarsening of the precipitate. Continuous high 
temperature use (e.g. steam turbines) is obviously more 
damaging in this respect than intermittent periods of 
exposure (short-range-aircraft engines), since in this 
latter case further precipitation will take place during 
each cooling cycle.
When an attempt is made to calculate the rate 
of agglomeration a serious difficulty arises in 
characterising the problem. Essentially a mathematical 
function is required to describe the shape, size and spatial 
distribution of the particles. The concentration gradients 
which lead to overaging could then be computed, and a 
precise solution calculated.
In/
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In the absence of suoh a complete analysis, 
several approximate calculations have been made, and will 
now be discussed.
ïïain(44) divided the material into an array of 
cubic elements, with a particle at the centre of each cube.
The size of the particle was assumed insignificant 
compared to the size of the cube. His-results, though 
interesting, cannot be considered to have a more general 
application, especially in the situation of interest, where 
particle spacing/particle diameter ratios are not greatly 
in excess of unity.
A possible, and elegant, description of the 
system of precipitate particles is a Fourier series.
Cahn(45) has used this technique to describe the magnitude 
of compositional fluctuations, as well as their arrangement 
in space, in a theoretical discussion of spinodal decomposition.
For a fair degree of success to be achieved the 
use of such a sophisticated technique has, however, not 
been necessary. The most concentrated theoretical effort 
has been upon liquid-solid systems, by workers such as 
Greenwood(4&)| Lifshita and SlyozovC^T»48) and 'Yagner^49).
Of these the most explicit and useful treatment is that of 
Wagner, and only his results will be considered. Wagner 
avoids the problem of specifying the spatial relationships 
of particles by assuming that the particles are far enough 
apart for a region of equilibrium concentration to surround 
each particle. This proviso is not as restricting as Ham's 
condition on the size of the particles in relation to their 
spacing, and is justifiable in view of the success of 
Wagner's theory. The size distribution may be defined by 
any suitable expression e.g., a Gaussian curve.
For/
For the situation in which the parent solution 
has "been depleted down to the equilibrium concentration, 
Wagner derives for the average particle radius, r,
r = f  (4)
9 R T
\Yhere t - time
= the equilibrium solubility of a 
■ particle of infinite radius 
Y - the interracial energy between the
parent phase and a particle of molar 
volume
D = the diffusivity of the particle species 
in the matrix at temperature T 
R - the gas constant = 2 cal/mole.
One disadvantage of this approach is that no 
consideration is given to the effect of elastic strains, 
both in the matrix and in the particles. Lifshibz and 
Slyozov^^^* 48) examine how the elastic stress field created 
by a difference in lattice parameter might affect the 
diffusivity and solubility in a solid matrix, but do not 
make it clear how important they adjudge this effect to be.
Oriani(^O)^ however, considers this a minor effect 
compared to the restriction placed upon the system by the 
coupling of diffusion processes. This can be visualised
by considering a volume containing a coherent precipitate 
particle. Then the flux of atoms entering the volume for 
the formation of the particle must be balanced by an equal 
flux of different atoms leaving. For a non-coherent 
particle the situation is more complex, since the number of 
lattice sites present within a volume changes with the size 
of the particle. The limitations this places on the 
diffusion processes has, in principle, been calculated by 
Oriani^^^'.
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Another serious limitation upon equation (4) 
is the demand that the concentration of the precipitate 
constituents in the parent phase has the equilibrium 
value so that it is independent of time. During the 
high temperature exposure of Nimonic IO5 at temperatures 
higher than the aging temperature, the amount of 
precipitate falls considerably (see fig. 25). In 
consequence the concentration of gamma prime constituents 
rises in the matrix as the amount of precipitate 
diminishes and agglomeration proceeds. Only after long 
aging times does the volume fraction of gamma prime reach 
equilibrium level, A complex situation thus exists, in 
which, although the average particle size is increasing, 
the volume fraction of gamma prime is diminishing.
In view of this, it is surprising that such 
good agreement has been obtained between measurements of 
the growth of particles and equation (l).
M i t c h e l l f o l l o w e d  the course of agglomeration
in six commercial nickel base alloys. All his results
I-
fit a t"' time dependence for the average particle size. 
Wagner's lav/ v/as obeyed over a range of temperatures from 
6 0 0 to llOO^C, Prom Mitchell's data the activation 
energy for the clustering process will now be calculated.
To this author's knowledge, this calculation has not been 
completed before, and no activation - energy has been 
reported for the clustering process in any other alloy.
If equation (4) is now differentiated 
dr _ 8 Y D Oq
dt- " 9 R T
an expression is obtained for the rate of agglomeration. 
Since this rate is diffusion controlled, a knowledge of 
the activation energy" should supply information about the 
mechanism of formation,
Now/
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Now Cq has been shown to bo(^^) 
= exp("ïï/RT)
where H = heat of formation of precipitate
3J 2 k cal/mole for ni Al
And D = Dg exp(-Q,/RT)
where Q, is the activation energy for the diffusion of
the precipitate species.
Hence ^xp h A ü l
9 R T RT
Now, from Kitchell's data^î), the slope of the plot of
drlog (— r) versus. l/'T can be measured to give
Q -f H - 29-6 k cal/mole
Thus Q ” 27 k cal/mole.
This figure should compare with the activation 
energy for the diffusion of aluminium or titanium in 
nickel. However, the work of Sherby and Simnad^^^) and 
Swalin and M a r t i n ^ o n  the diffusion of molybdenum in 
iron and tungsten in nickel indicates that the activation 
energy for diffusion of solute atoms is not greatly 
different from that of self-diffusion, which is 66 k cal/ 
mole for pure nickel.
The value mentioned above for Q, holds for a 
range of titanium and aluminium concentrations, and since 
it is known(^l) that other atoms than those given by 
Ni^(‘Ti, Al) are present in gamma prime, it is difficult 
to assign any physical significance to the measured 
activation energy.
Further evidence has been reported in agreement 
with the time dependence given in equation (4). The 
copper-cobalt system, for alloys containing from C,?/ to
2/ by weight of cobalt, has been examined by L i v i n g s t o n ^ ^4»>“8)
In/
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In this case a magnetic technique was used to follow bhe 
change in particle size with time,
Bannyh and his associat3s(20,90; followed the 
agglomeration of Fe^C in cv-iron at 700°G over a 60~fold 
increase in average particle size. Using an electron 
microscope technique, they found that their results showed 
a t^ time dependence for the average particle radius, in 
agreement with Livingston and Mitchell, ■
The agreement of these investigations is 
encouraging hut this satisfaction must he tempered hy the 
realisation that no success has heen reported in predicting, 
from equation (4), the absolute rate of coarsening. This 
is due largely to ignorance of the appropriate values ofy, 
the surface energy.
In an alloy undergoing deformation, large numbers 
of vacancies are produced by the deformation processes. It
is to be expected that tliese vacancies would raise the 
diffusion rates in the alloy. High diffusivity paths also 
exist along dislocation cores. These effects may well 
combine to raise the rate of agglomeration. From the 
evidence presented above, and in the next paragraph, these 
higher diffusion rates do not result in a change in the 
time dependence of r.
The Effect of Stress on Precipitation,
Sc?'far no allowance has been made for the 
presence of stress upon the precipitating system. Mo 
difference has been noted between agglomeration produced 
under stress, in a creep test, and the unstressed 
behaviour(50;5l)p so this effect can be taken to be
negligible.
From the calculation, by Mott and Nabarro^^'), 
of the elastic energy of the strain field surrounding a 
precipitate/
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precipitate particle, Criani^^^^ has shov/n that the 
elastic energy, per atom of precipitate, is independent 
of the particle size. This implies that once the 
equilibrium fraction, of precipitate has been attained, 
surface energy is the sole driving force for precipitate 
aggl o:n e r a t i on,
In conclusion it may be said that while the 
A  .
derived t'^ time dependence has been shown to be accurate, 
further work is required before rates of agglomeration 
can be predicted on purely theoretical grounds.'
1.6 Review of Relevant Previous Studies.
Despite the difficulties Involved in testing, 
the subject of compression creep has aroused interest from 
time to time, Sully^^4) has recommended compression creep 
testing as a means of testing small samples of material. 
Such limited samples might arise in the investigation of 
experimental alloys, or in the testing of specimens taken 
from engineering structures. Despite this advocacy, the 
technique does not seem to have gained wide acceptance, 
probably due to the difficulties of compression testing and 
previous investment in tensile equipment.
Super-alloys.
Of particular interest is the extensive study of 
high temperature alloys carried out by the Marquardt 
Corporation(59,&0,6l)^ These alloys were the iron base 
N-I55» cobalt base L-605 and nickel base Rene^41* The 
first two of these are solid solution hardened, while the 
third is strengthened by the gamma prime precipitate.
During the above Investigation, several types of test were 
used, including short time tensile and compressive creep 
tests, in which the maximum test time was limited to I5 
minutes. In spite of the differences in structure between 
the/
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the alloys, the creep data for each alloy has been 
shown(^) to obey a relationship suoh as
de Acr^  /~Q,\
—  = T
in agreement with Weertman*s equation (see 5-5)• In 
this case n = 4 ” 5j in fair agreement with the predicted 
values of 4 " 5 for a pure metal and 4 for a dispersion 
hardened alloy. However, the measured values for Q, were 
always far in excess of the appropriate figures for self­
diffusion.
In general, the conclusion was that compression 
creep rates were lower than the corresponding tensile ones. 
The Hene*^  4I data at 982^0 is particularly interesting, 
since at very short times - less than 100 seconds, the 
tensile curve at each stress lay below the compressive one. 
Thereafter tensile creep strains exceeded the compressive 
by progressively greater amounts.
Since all these tests were carried out on sheet 
material, a bracing device to prevent buckling was 
essential to the test equipment. Any specimen which 
tended to buckle would not then be under simple uniaxial 
compression. The criticism may also be made that the 
specimen was heated by passing a large electric current 
through the specimen. This might affect the material in 
two ways l) Since it is known that dislocation cores can 
be electrically charged, such a dislocation would 
experience a force due to the presence of the electric 
field, in addition to the applied mechanical stress,
2) The electrons passing through the material are scattered, 
in particular by solute atoms. The electrons transfer 
their momentum to these atoms, which are moved through the 
lattice by this "electron v/ind",
No/
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Ko attempt was made to explain the differences 
between tensile and compressive creep cn a theoretical 
oasis, and so the main conclusion from this work is that 
for design purposes the assumption that tensile and 
compressive creep rates are the sane is a safe one. Since 
the range of experimental parameters was very large - strain 
rates from 1C"5 to 1.0 sec"^ temperatures from Sfl^G to 
1204^0 - the correlation of the data with tfeertman’s 
equation is powerful support for the concept of dislocation 
climb as the dominant rate controlling mechanism of creep.
Stainless steel.
(62)
Manjoine has reported the results of tests on 
stainless steel at and 595^9, which showed the
tensile creep rate to be always greater than the compressive.
Another investigation showed^"that the creep 
rates differed, but in a more complex manner which depended 
upon the temperature.
Aluminium and its allovs.
The available results on pure aluminium and its 
alloys shew even greater complexity, and even disagreement. 
The data of Heimerl and Farquar^^^^ shows general agreement 
between tensile and compressive creep rates. The exceptions 
are at 1ow temperatures, around IfO^G, where the effects of 
precipitation and prestrain were most marked and tensile 
creep was greater than compressive.
Cn the other hand, C a r l s s o n et al. conclude 
after tests on sheet aluminium alloys that compressive creep 
was generally different from tensile. Depending upon the 
stress and temperature, these workers found either the 
tensile or compressive creep could be greater.
Pure/
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Pure niokel.
The results on pure nickel difier^^^) from 
the rest in that they show a compressive creep rate 
decidedly higher than the tensile one. A tentative 
explanation is given on the basis of the grain boundaries 
acting as sources or sinks for vacancies. Since no 
evidence appears to have been published, confirming the 
postulated grain boundary behaviour, this theory must 
await further evidence before being.acceptod.
From these investigations into the creep 
properties of various alloys, the following conclusions 
may be drawn
1) In general, tension and compression creep are different,
2) The magnitude of the differences depend in a complex
way upon stress temperature and structure,
5) In the face of an almost complete lack of theoretical
speculation, an explanation does not exist for those
differences which have been measured,
4) This is understandable since the resolved shear stress 
on a slip plane is the same, whether produced by a 
tensile or compressive force. The stress experienced 
by a dislocation segment should therefore be the same 
in tension and compression.
T,D, nickel.
Recently, interesting results have been 
published(^^'^5) qv, the tensile creep of nickel-thoria 
alloys which contained from i f  to 4/ of ThO^ particles.
When recrystallised by cross-rolling and annealing e,t 
1200^0, these alloys showed behaviour in fair agreement 
with the theoretical predictions of Weertman. The 
activation/
activation energy for creep v/as measured as 6£ k cal/mole, 
compared with a range from 63 - 66,8 k cal/mole for the 
self-diffusion activation energy in nickel. Also the 
creep rate depended upon the stress according to
ft
at constant temperature, where n = 7» compared with 
Weertman'8 predicted value of 4#
A similar alloy, swaged and tested without 
subsequent recrystallisation had an activation energ;^ 
three times that for self-diffusion and a value for n of
40.
The differences between the two types of material 
lay in the tangled dislocation structure and elongated 
grains of the as-swaged material, compared with the 
annealed, equiaxial grains of the recrystallisec material.
These results illustrate the caution with which 
creep data in complex alloy systems must be viewed, since 
the composition of the alloy, in this case, gave little 
clue as to the expected creep behaviour.
1,7 Conclusions,
For the purposes of this present study, the 
following conclusions are drawn from the theoretical and 
experimental work described in the Introduction.
1) The steady state creep rate varies with stress
according to a power law, with an exponent determined 
by the alloy structure,
2) Creop is diffusion controlled, and measured activation
energies are, in the case of nickel alloys, in the 
range 80 - 120 k cal/mole,
3)/
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5) The steady state creep rate depends upon the 
structure of a two-phase alloy according to 
Weertman's structural parameter X^/h, where h is 
the particle diameter and X the interparticle 
spacing.
4) At high temperature, h depends upon time according 
.1
to a t*^ law, as derived by Wagner, ■
The precise values for the stress exponent and 
activation energy must thus be determined for each material 
separately, since these have not been predicted 
theoretically, nor can values measured for other materials 
be assumed to be applicable. The values of these 
parameters were therefore measured for Nimonic IO5, and 
are tabulated in Chapter Four,
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CHAPTER TWO
DEVELOPMENT OF CREEP TESTING EQUIPMENT
In view of the requirements outlined in the 
Introduction, the apparatus necessary for the experimental 
part of this investigation had to fulfil the following 
functions,
1) To apply accurately known tensile or compressive
stresses to a specimen of Nimonic IO5*
2) To maintain this specimen at a temperature of about
lOOO^C, this temperature to be known and constant,
5) To measure the ensuing deformation with sufficient 
accuracy. These requirements are not mutually 
compatible, since the accurate measurement of 
deformation usually requires direct appess to the cc. j
specimen. This access is precluded by the specimen 
temperature being of the order of lOCO^C, and so the 
use of remote sensing extensometry is essential,.
2,1 Compressive Creep Rig,
As has been stated before, the reason for the 
lack of compressive creep data is the difficulty of applying 
an axial load to the specimen when it is hot and of 
maintaining axiality during deformation, With this in 
mind, a suitable rig for creep testing in compression was 
first designed. For the comparative tensile creep tests, 
the tensile equipment was copied, as far as possible, from 
the compression rig. The aim in this was to maintain 
testing/
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testing conditions Identical in the two sets of tests, 
except for the state of stress.
Since so few compressive creep investigations 
have heen carried out, no standard form of apparatus has 
evolved. It is possible to classify the different design 
philosophies as follows
1) A method which does not require the accurate guidance
of a compressive force on to a column test piece is the 
three- or four-point bending test. For this test the 
specimen is a simple flat bar, and the load can be 
applied by a more simple guide than that required for 
axial compression. However, for calculations of 
stress and strain to be made from the applied load and 
measured deflection, a knowledge of uniaxial 
behaviour is required. Although opposite sides of the 
bar are in tension and compression respectively, the 
creep behaviour in both states of stress cannot be 
derived from one experiment. Thus two sets of tests 
are required, and any analysis of the bending test 
would be rendered inaccurate in the presence of 
cracking. This type of test has been used for plastics 
at ambient t e m p e r a t u r e ^ a n d  for ceramic materials at 
very high temperature^^ ,
2) The most simple compression rig for a cylindrical
specimen consists of an interlocking shackle which 
converts a tensile full into a compressive one. This 
shackle can be small enough to fit inside a normal tube 
furnace and can be mounted in a tensile creep machine. 
This system has been used successfully with aluminium 
alloys at temperatures up to 350^9^^^^, For 
application to this study of Nimonic IO5, such a 
reverse/
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reverse-loading shackle has the disadvantage that the 
guidance surfaces would he susceptible to oxidation and 
wear at t-ie higher temperatures, even if made cf the 
most corrosion and wear resistant alloy available. After 
a few tens of hours the alignment would no longer be 
sufficiently accurate to guarantee the accurate loading 
required for a successful compressive creep test,
3) 'The method which appeared to be most capable of development 
for use at the high temperatures required, was a rig 
designed at the National Engineering laboratory^^^).
This rig uses a cylindrical specimen, whic>\ sits on a 
massive anvil of heat resistant material, while a 
compressive force is applied by a rod which is guided 
from outside the furnace (Figure l). The accuracy of 
these guiding surfaces is crucial to the success of the 
machine. All three holes in the main frame were drilled 
in line on one macliine without disturbing tia- alignment - 
of the frame between the drilling of each hole. The size 
of the -frame was decided by the minimum furnace size 
necessary to heat the specimen accurately. Th.e load is 
derived from the lever arm of a tensile creep machine (4) 
by hanging the main frame (l) from the lever arm, and 
shackling the loading rod (2) to the foot of the machine.
By guiding the loading rod from outside the furnace, 
the oxidation problem, encountered in method (2) above is 
avoided, A close tolerance fit between the loading rod and 
its hole in the main frame can be maintained permanently. In 
practice, this bearing was lubricated with a-film of "rolysiip" 
grease,
For use in this study, certain alterations were made 
to the original design, in view cf the temperatures involved. 
Because of its superior strength and oxidation resistance, 
Nimonic/
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Nimonic lOp was used for the load hearing flattens (2, 5) 
the hot zone. Although at first sight it would appear to he
had design to use the same alloy tor test piece and loading 
rams, this v/as necessary since no better alloy was available 
for the structural members. The stress on the loading rams 
v/as a factor of 10 lower than that on the specimen due to their 
greater diameter. The maximum temperature experienced by the 
loading rams was also lower, if only by a few degrees, than 
that at the specimen. The spherical bearing caps (4) were 
made of Stellite 4 as before, due to its superior hardness.
These caps were used as final alignment devices to accommodate 
any small defect in the machining of the specimen ends, The 
lubrication of the bearing surfaces proved to be a problem of 
some difficulty. Two factors were involved; (see Figs. 1, lb)
1) To act as a true spherical bearing, the stellite caps have
to be able to slide freely on the Nimonic female surfaces,
2) The specimen ends will be restrained from deforming by
the unyielding Stellite cap. This leads to a 
"barrelling" of t h e specimen, with consequent overall 
lowering of the observed creep rate. This barrelling 
can be avoided by lubricating the interface between the 
specimen end and the Stellite cap.
The two most common high temperature lubricants,
powdered graphite and molybdenum disulphide are both inadequate
in this application on account of thermal instability, their
useful temperature limits being 400^0 and "OO^C respectively.
The manufacturers of "Kolyslip" suggested that this lubricant
should be applied, and degraded to molybdic oxide at high
temperature. This procedure has been found to give some
lubrication above 700^0. The decomnosition of Mo S would
2
release sulphur in rather high local concentrations. This 
sulphur would then attack the Nimonic parts, and the specimen, 
since nickel alloys are particularly prone to attack by 
sulph i da t i on/
sul'pbidation. In addition the Mo 0^ is volatile, c,nd so 
would not provide long-term lubrication. For these reasons, 
this procedure v/as discarded,
A few tests showed that a proprietary antiseize 
compound "Grade 516", made by. Moly-Paul was effective, but 
analysis showed the compound to contain quantities of sulphur, 
and so this method had to be discontinued.
The most efficient lubricant which was tested was 
semi-colloidal glass suspended in iso-propyl alcohol. Such 
glass lubricants have been developed for hot rolling and forging 
processes, and have been reviewed by Aider and Phillips^^^),
The particular glass chosen softened at about 9C0^G, and had a 
useful range of temperature up to llOO^C, Despite its 
excellent qualities as a lubricant, this glass had its drawbacks, 
since when hot it reacted with the Stellite, and corrosion pits 
were formed. In addition, because it hardened on cooling, this 
substance bonded together the specimen, the Stellite spherical 
caps, and the Nimonic push rods. Before the caps would bo 
aligned for another test, they had to be heated to break the 
glass bond, and reground to remove the glass and corrosion pits. 
Because of these practical considerations, colloidal glass was 
ruled out as a possible lubricant,
A possible lubricant would have been gold, or silver, 
plated on the opposing faces. Although no data was available 
on the performance of these metals as lubricants, two factors 
seemed to discount any possibility of their being used: they
would probably have seized the mating surfaces on cooling, in 
the same way as colloidal glass did: and, because of this,
the plating would have bo be renewed before each test. On the 
other hand, silver bearings have been used in jet engine 
applications with apparent success^
In view of the lack of a suitable lubricant, tests 
were carried out to see if a lubricant as such was essential. 
Satisfactory/
Satisfactory antiseize properties were obtained using a 
preoxidation treatment on the Stellite and ITimonic hearing 
surfaces, with a thin film of powdered chromic oxide interposed. 
Since satisfactory creep tests could he completed using this 
simplified procedure, it was adopted and used throughout the 
testing programme. Since the specimens were given an aging 
heat treatment after heing machined, a sufficient film of oxide 
was present on them without further treatment.
2.2 Tensile Loading Rig.
The technique of tensile creep testing has been 
developed over many years, and so the basic principles arc 
well known, and have been reviewed recently by Penny at al^ * 
The usual type of machine employs a lever arm pivoting on top 
of a rigid framework (Pignre 2), The specimen is attached to 
the base of the machine and the lever arm, by means of 
universal joints, and a force is applied by hanging weights 
from the long arm of the lever. Such a machine was available 
in the University of Glasgow at the start of this work - the 
3 ton High Sensitivity model made by the kand Engineering 
Company. In view of the length of time occupied by creep 
testing, a second machine was built, similar to the hand machine, 
and, in particular, with the same lever ratio of 17:1. The 
tensile tests were carried out on one machine and the compression 
tests on the other. By this means, two tests could proceed at 
the one time, Work was begun on two more creep machines, but 
these were not completed in time. This was no real loss, since 
two creep tests proved to be sufficient to occupy the full time 
attention of the author.
The shackles used to carry the load to the specimen 
in the hot zone were machined from 7/8 in. bar "Himonic 103". 
These were attached via universal ball joints to the creep 
machine base and the lever arm (Fi,gure 2). The specimen was 
screwed into these rods, which were preoxidised before use to 
ensure/
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ensure thab the specimen threads wou]d not seize,
2.5 cVpecinen Design (Figure 5).
Under ideal conditions, a specimen for a compression 
test would experience a perfectly axial load. The length of 
the specimen could be set at almost any value, limited only by 
elastic buckling. However, due to inevitable machining and 
assembling errors, some bending moment is always present. The 
length-tO"diameter ratio of a creep specimen must hence be 
restricted. For the purpose of obtaining a measurable creep 
rate for a given applied load, a long thin creep specimen is 
obviously more desirable than a short fat one. The former 
is also more unstable as far as buckling is concerned. As a
g
compromise, a specimen size of 1.5’’ in length and 0.1 in in 
cross section was chosen. This gives a length to diameter 
ratio of
A frequent criticism made of compression tests is 
that the end restraints on'the specimen are severe, even when 
a cylindrical test piece is compressed between flat plattens. 
Such criticisms ignore the end restraints placed upon all 
tensile specimens by the threaded portion of enlarged cross- 
section. It would be possible to carry out compression tests 
on specimens with similar enlarged threaded ends. Despite 
this, the right cylinder was c'losen as the compression test 
piece, to minimise the end restraints (see Figure 5)* The 
lengtli-to-dianeter ratio of 5 *^5:1 was large enough for any 
end effects to result in little chi ange in the creep rate 
measured over the whole specimen.
The size of the gauge length of the tensile test 
piece was dictated by that chosen for compression, since 
otherwise unknown effects due to specimen size would have been 
present. The specimen for tensile creep tests v/as thus more 
massive than is normally employed, and consisted of a garge 
length/
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length 1.5 long and 0,1 in^ croso-soction (0.557 in,
diameter) with a suitably enlarged portion on either end to 
carry a 0,625 in. B,S,F. thread (see Figure 5)*
These specimens were machined in the solution- 
treated condition from one heat of fi.rionic IO5 by Rolls-Royce 
Limited, Derby, v/ho also carried out the post-machinin^' heat 
treatment. To check that t h e tersile and compressive material 
had identical initial properties, specimens for testing i'-' a 
Eoundsfield tensometer were machined out of two tensile and 
tv/o compressive untested creep tost pieces. Room temperature 
tensile tests shows 1 that the Ultimate Tensile Strengths of all 
four specimens lay between 81.4 and 60 ton|in^ , This 
agreement is satisfactory evidence that the two types of 
specimen have the same properties before creep testing,
2,4 Furnace Design .ani Temperature Control (rigs, 4, 4a),
One disal.vants.go of b;iis type of compression rig 
is that the frame restricts the size of furnace which can he 
used. This is particularly serious for the length of the 
furnace, since any furnace which utilises the full space 
available has to be made in two parts.
Consideration was gi'^ en to the use of a furnace 
short enough to be slipped down off tlie test piece, so that a 
new one could be put in place. This would ha"e restricted 
the length of the furnace to 4 i^ »^ 5 which vras too small to 
provide an adequate constant temperature zone over the length 
of the specimen. Hence a split furnace was deemed necessary.
Since the requirement for a split fu.rrace is 
somewhat unusual, no suitable furnace was commercially 
available. The original furnace designed at the National 
Engineering laboratory had its heater windings cemented to 
shells cast from refractory concrete. These shells were tle-ni 
mounted/
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mounted in casings packed with insulating powder. After 
many trials, this design was found co he impractical due to 
the frgility of the refractory shells. 'Ihen a more suitable 
material to support the windings s sought, it was realised 
that porous firebrick offered a useful combination of 
properties. By a change of design, a greater thickness of 
firebrick could be used; the firebrick v.-as easy to machine, 
and porous, so that the cement, used to hold down the windings, 
could form a powerful bend by seeping into the holes in the 
firebrick,
The required internal tubular shape of tl:e furnace 
v/as hollowed out oversize in two firebricks clamped together,
I , .
Each brick was mounted in a casing (see Fig, 4) packed with 
]\torgan "Tx’i-Tior K'aowool" insolation, The furnace was 
completed by cementing tlie windings in place and securing the 
wires to terminals on the furnace casing. The cementing was 
carried out last so that the windings would not be damaged 
during mounting.
Each winding consisted of a coil of wire wound on a 
0.25 in, mandrel. This coil 7/as stretched to separate 
neighbouring turns of the coil, and bent into three parallel 
straight sections. Two sucli windings were cemented 
symmetrically in each brick, with a gap of one inch between the 
windings (Fig'ure 4),
Initially, the resistance wire used was the nickel- 
chronium "K" alloy made by.British Briver-Harris. The use, 
later, of Kanthal A.I. improved the life of the furnace, partly 
because of its higher temperature capabilities and partly because 
of its higher specific resistance. This latter property 
permitted the use of less wire, so that the spiral coils could 
be extended further before ^eing cemented. Because the pitch 
of these spirals -as greater than that of the nichronie ones, 
there/
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there was less likelihood of hot spots occurring, and 
producing premature failure of the furnace.
The restriction on the size of the furnace left 
insufficient room for insulation* Thus the heat losses were 
higher than would have oeen desired. Large heat losses also 
occurred by conduction through tlie heavy push rods. The 
effect of these heat losses was to raise the temperature of the 
main frame to 150^0 in places. This affected the design of the 
extensometry, as will be shown. Despite those losses, the 
average rate of power consumption during a tost at lOCO^C was 
only 900 watts.
In a cylindrical enclosure such as that defined by 
the inner walls of the furnace convective curi’ents are always 
present, carrying a flux of heat upwards. This becomes a 
serious problem when a zone of constant tempera.ture is desired, 
T>ie problem can be tackled on two fronts: the convection
currents can be reduced and their effect can be counteracted. 
Towards the first aim, the ends of the furnace were plugged 
with "Kaowool", and a set of aiuiular stainless steel heat 
shields was placed in the upper part of the furnace (Figure l). 
The second aim 7/as achieved by supplying more power to the 
bottom set of windings, by including a variable resistance in 
parallel with the top pair of windings (Figure 4%). The ratio 
of power supplied to top and bottom could thus be adjusted unti] 
the required temi «era ture distribution was achieved. Vital to 
this aim was the correct spacing between the two sets of 
windings in each half of the furnace. The spacing was 
determined by trial and error to be just ever 1 inch.
To obtain a constant temperature independent of room 
temperature and random mains voltage fluctuations, the power 
of the furnace 'was regulated by a "Street" controller. This 
is an electronic unit v/hich senses the furnace temperature by 
means/
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means of a platinum resistance thermometer held against the 
inside of the furnace wall, According to the temperature 
sensed, the "Sirecb" controller makes the necessary adjustment 
to the furnace power (see Figure 4a).
Over periods of 100 hours, this system proved to he 
capable of maintaining the temperature constant to within 
+1.0 of the desired temperature. Tests with three Ft-Pt,
15/ Hh (platinum-rhodium) thermocouples wired to the specimen 
showed that the temperature variation over the gauge length 
was jd). 5 C^.
As testing proceeded, expertise was gained which 
allowed temperature variations to be reduced to very small 
values, especially in the short time tests. The effect of 
temperature excursions away from the desired value will be 
discussed in the next section.
The only difference in furnace design between tensile 
and compressive apparatus was that the bore of the tensile 
furnace was O.5 in. smaller. This was possible because of the 
smaller diameter of the tensile loading shackles compared with 
the more massive rams used in the compressive rig. The smaller 
bore permitted the use of more insulation; less power was 
required to maintain a given temperature, and so longer furnace 
life was ob tained.
A useful change in the control system was the use of 
graded balance resistors, with a maximum resistance of 2000 2 , 
and a maximum current rating of 2 amp. At maximum resistance 
these drew only a small current, but within a few seconds their 
resistance could be reduced to the level of 20-40 SI required 
for furnace control- (Figure 4u).
2, 5 Measurement of Creep Strain (pinures 1.1a, 2, 2a^ ' «
The measui'ement of changes in specimen dimensions
during/
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during high temperature testing is a problem which has yet to 
be solved in an ideal form. Briefly stated, a method of 
measurement must be found which does not interfere with the 
stress system on the specimen, or with the temperature 
distribution within the furnace.
Until very recently, all methods envisaged a sensing 
element outwith the high temperature region. Advances in the 
design of strain gauges indicate that high temperature strain 
gauges can be developed with sufficient range to be of use in 
creep testing. Such gauges would be close to a perfect 
solution, since they are small, and only require two electrical 
leads to enter the furnace^^^). As yet, no report of their 
use, in this application, has been found.
Systems of extensometry in actual use have been(73)
reviewed before , and much research has been devoted to 
improving their sensitivity. The choice of a particular 
system is dictated by the accuracy required and the length of 
the tests.
For tests involving large deflections in times of an 
hour or two, measurement of crosshead movement by a dial gauge 
has proved adequate. It is assumed that all the movement 
measured represents specimen deformation, and that temperature 
fluctuations are small, since expansion in specimen and shackles 
could swamp the deformation.
For long tine high-accuracy creep testing, the Martens 
mirror and roller system has been extensively used, in 
conjunction with legs projecting from the furnace from each end 
of the specimen. This system is less sensitive to temperature 
deviations, and possesses great long term stability and it has 
been used in tests lasting for years,
Kanter/
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Kant'er and S p r i n g ^ > ^>5) have developed a method 
which does not require mechanical contact with the specimen. 
These workers used twin telescopes attached to vernier scales 
to observe opposite ends of a gauge lengtii, bhz'ough a window 
in the furnace. The use of this approach at the temperatures 
of interest here is limited due to the difficulty of defining 
a gauge length accurately on a body glo^ '/ing hot.
The systems discussed so far are not inherently 
automatic. This is no drawback for short or very long tests. 
However, when tests last for a fei? minutes, or some tens of 
hours, difficulties arise, in trie first case due to the 
inability to take sufficient readings and in the second to 
the large gaps in measurement occasioned by the intervening 
nights. In an investigation such as this present one, which 
is interested in the range of time indicated above, a system 
of automatic data collection is attractive, if not essential.
\Tith the advent of electronics which are stable 
over long periods of time, a range of electronic displacement 
measuring 'evices has become available, suitable for automatic 
use. Such an instrument was chosen for the measurement cf 
creep displacements in this study ~ the Recording bxtensometer 
manufactured by G.N.S, Instruments. A differential 
transfonaer transducer is used as the sensing element.
Changes in specimen lengtti are converted linearly into a d.c, 
voltage, suitable for printing out on a potentiometrie recorder.
The long-term accuracy of the C.!bS. instrument was 
claimed to be 5 micro-inches. It was found in practice that 
the accuracy obtainable -vas limited by radiation from the 
coils of the furnace, which were inductively wound. It was 
found that when power was applied to the furnace, a "noisy" 
output was obtained on the most sensitive ranges, Tnen the 
transducers were removed from their position below the 
furnace,/
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furnace, the stability of the output v/as as good as claimed 
in the specification. Attempts bo filter out the interference 
dii not meet with success. Since a non-incluctivc winding 
for the furnace is impractical. for lad: of space, the limiting 
discrimination of the system is $0 micro-inches.
Since the maximum operating temperature of the 
transducers is 4G^G, they oa:r:ot be attached directly to the 
specimen gauge length. Defoz'mation in the specimen was 
transmitted to the transducers by means of a system of rods 
and rollers.
Compressive Extensometry.(Fig. la, lb)
It v/as intended thiut the extensorne ter rods should 
be clamped directly to the test piece, using tî:ree cr four 
cone-ended screws for each pair of rods. However, during 
heating, the clamps consistently became loose at around 
due to differences in the thermal coefficient of expansion 
between the specimen and the clamps, which were machined out 
of "JBright'jciy" alloy. Compression tests without extensometry 
showed that specimen end effects were small - no barrelling of 
the specimens was measured. The points of attcichment were 
thus moved outside the gauge length tc positions the loading 
rams above and below the specimen. The first tests were 
carried out with one log on each side of the specimen, spring 
loaded against the top ram, Since no plastic defcrmati^n was 
expected in the lower ram, or the main frame, measurement of 
tlie movement of the top ram gave the specimen deformation 
directly. The "Brightray" logs experienced the same 
temperature regime as the ram, hence only a small error could 
arise from any temperature fluctuation.
7/lien consideration was given to the measurement of 
activation energy, which necessitated measurement of the creep 
rate/
rats before and after an abrupt temperature change, it 
became clear that this single leg design must be modified.
The large thermal capacity of the lower ram prevented the 
ram and extensometer leg from staying at the sane temperature 
after an abrupt change of 20 C U n t i l  the temperature 
became stable throughout the furnace, further measurements 
of the creep rate could not bo made. A-second leg on each 
side of the specimen was added, this one hanging from the top 
of the lower ram, but held clear of it so as not to be in 
thermal contact. Witfi this arrangement (Figure la), 
measurement of creep rate was possible 5 minutes after a 
temperature change, as compared with 45 minutes with the 
single leg arrangement. By this means the structural 
changes, in the specimen, taking place between the two 
measurements '^f creep rate, were minimised.
Each transducer body was held in a brass block
screwed to the leg connecting- with the upper ram; the core
rested on a block attached, in the i'irst instance, to the 
main frame, and in the later arrangement, to the leg 
connecting wi tl\ the lower ram. This lower block was 
provided with a micrometer thread, so that the transducer 
core could be reset in any desired position.
Since it was imperative tliat no deformation should 
take place in the extensometer legs, the forces in them were 
kept to a minimum. The tension in the supporting springs was 
adjusted to a value just sufficient to hold the upper leg in 
position. The rollers were placed in line with the springs, 
so that no bending moments sh.ould bo induced in the legs.
As mentioned above, heat lost from the furnace
raised the temperature of the main frame to as much as IpC^G.
This v/as taken into consideration in positioning the 
transducer mountings. It was found that sufficient convective 
cooling occurred when the transducers were placed 6 in. below 
the main frame.
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Tensile Extensometry. (Fig^. 2a)
In view of the arrangement decided upon for the 
compressive extensometry, the tensile specimens were altered, 
by machining a groove on the enlarged portion at each end, 
so that the legs could be firmly clamped in this position 
(Figure 5).
Since more room was available on the tensile machine, 
micrometer barrels were used for resetting the transducer 
cores. During a period of three months, when a malfunction 
in the Recording Extensometer rendered it unusable, tnese 
micrometers were used as the extension measuring devices. A 
reliable contact device for use with the micromettrs was 
constructed from a battery and light bulb, whio’n lit up when 
the micrometer made contact with the upper leg. The accuracy 
of this system was 100 micro-inches, with excellent stability,
A better solution to the problem of attaching the 
extensometer legs is described in a recent review^?^^. The 
specimen is•machined with small ridges defining the gauge 
length and the extensometer legs are clamped to these. 
Unfortunately, the production of specimens had been completed 
before this method was discovered, but the reproducibility of 
the data obtained showed that the methods adopted introduced 
no perceptible error.
2.6 Constant Stress Creep Machine s.
Nearly all creep tests are carried cut at constant 
load rather than constant stress. In a tensile test, the 
stress increases with increasing strain, and many creep 
machines have been devised to counteract this tendency^5^>21, 
/4j.o)^ In the main, these machines are fairly complex, and 
limited in the strain and gauge length they can accommodate. 
Since/
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Since the maximum strain anticipated v/as 20/, and since 
strains derived from thermal shock are expected to he much 
smaller than this, the use of a constant stress device was 
not thought necessary. As will he shown, allowance for the 
changing stress can he made, given a knowledge of the stress- 
strain rate relationship,
2.7 Conclusions.
1) The problems associated with developing the N.E.L,
design of compressive creep machine for use at 
temperatures up to lOCO^G have been solved,
2) A furnace of unusual and novel design has been developed,
and shown to meet the requirements for creep testing. 
Despite an overall, length of only 10 in, , this furnace 
gives a zone 1*5 in. long of temperature constant to 
within jtP,5 C^,
3) A tensile creep testing apparatus has been developed
compatible with the compressive creep machine, so that 
tests can be- carried out under conditions as nearly 
identical as possible.
rage ^c.
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CHAPTER TFIEE
EXPERIMENTAI PROCEDURE
5• 1 The Testing Pi'ogramme,
The actual tests carried out during this 
programme were decided by considering their application 
to thermal fatigue problems, 'Tnen the details of the 
programme were decided, no preliminary analysis of the 
thermal fatigue problem was availabl.e. Hence the testing 
parameters were derived with a certain amount of surmise*
Since most deformation seemed li’^ ely to take 
place at high temperature, the main experimental programme 
was confined to the range of temperature between and
lOOC^C. A few tests were conducted at lower temperatures 
to indicate the general trend of the creep behaviour*
The stress levels were chosen to give rupture 
times on tension from a few minutes up to 150 hours. The 
maximum stress used at lOOC^C was equivalent to 80/ of the 
Ultimate Tensile Strength, and the lowest, SCy of the U.T.S, 
This stress range is large enough for useful conclusions to 
be drawn about a general stress-strain rate law, A 
complete list of the tests carried out is given in the 
accompanying Table,
Creep Tests on Nimonic 105
Test
Number Temperature
+ =
Stress
Tension
Length of Strain
Test
.TATTTX Remarks
^C - = Compression (except \/here s
T24 1000 +20,400 17 min. 17
C32 1000 -20,400 24 min. 1
C57 1000 -20,400 . 25 min. ■ 4
T21 1000 +17,000 80 min. 25
C$1 1000 -17,000 60 min. 0.7
T25 1000 +13,600 5& 19
C$0 1000 -13,600 5i 0.5
T$0 1000 +10,200 25 10
c$$ 1000 -10,200 24 0.7
T$1 1000 + 8,500 50 1.7
C$4 1000 - 8,500 50 0.7
T15 950 +20,400 11 2
T16 950 +20,400 11 2
T20 950- +20,400 4 0.3
T22 950 +20,400 18i
C27 950 -20,400 19 1.5
029 950 -20,400 27 2
T12 950 +17,000 50 8
Tl$ 950 +17,000 50 8
T14 950 +17,000 48 7
T19 950 +17,000 41 4
G20 950 -17,000 42
021 945 -17,000 58 0.5
02$ 950 -17,000 56 0.6
024 950 -17,000 18 0.5
025 950 -17,000 90 4
Frac tur0.
Test stopped at onset 
of tertiary creep. 
Frac ture,
Fracture.
Preliminary test 
No extensometry.
Specimen buckled. 
Controller failed. 
Furnace temperature 
rose to llOO^C.
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Creep Tests on Nimonic 105
Test
[umber Temperature
^0
Stress
+ = Tension 
- = Compression
Length 
Test 
. HOUR
of Straii
io
T 6 950 +15,600 150 8.5
TIO 950 +15,600 130 4
Til 950 +15,600 110 2
026 950 -15,600 125 1.5
T53 950 +20,400 41 4.5
C$6 950 -20,400 64 1
T34 800 +61,200 26 4.5
T55 800 +61,200 35 6
038 800 -61,200 35 1.7
039 800 -61,200 27 0.8
T28 1000 +15,600-20,400
T26 950-1000 +15,600
T27 950-1000 +17,000
035 950-1000 -17,000
Tie 950 +15,600-20,400 103
Remark:
Fracture.
Fracture.
Fracture. 
Pre-aged 2 hours 
at 950^0 prior to 
testing.
Strain-rate 
sensitivety 
determination, 
Activation energy 
determination• 
Activation energy 
determination, 
Activation energy 
determination.
Fracture.
C in the test number signifies a compression test,
T in the test number signifies a tensile test.
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Since a scatter of experimental data is usually 
expected in creep testing, it was anticipated that at each 
stress and temperature, several tests would he carried, out, 
to obtain reliable results. Tensile tests at 95G°G were 
repeated several times (see Figs, 16-13), The scatter of 
the creep curves v/as much smaller than anticipated and it 
was found that scatter between tests was much smaller than 
the differences measured between tensile and compressive creep 
rates. In some cases it was thus felt that after one test 
sufficient accuracy had been obtained for no repetition to be 
necessary.
This, however, is modified for the compression tests, 
for which there is the ever present problem of the buckling of 
the specimen. After each test, each specimen was examined for 
signs of misalignment, which showed up as oxidation of the ends. 
In most tests the ends were completely free from oxidation,
A test for buckling was then carried out, by placing the 
deformed test piece on a flat surface beside an undeformed one. 
Any buckling showed up clearly when the deformed specimen v/as 
rotated. Tests which resulted in buckled specimens were 
discarded, and another test carried out under the same 
conditions, until a satisfactory test was produced.
The effect of buckling on the creep curve v;as seen as
a large increase in creep rate (Figure I9). The fact that 
some specimens did buckle with the above result can be used to 
show that the low compression creep rates reported later are 
not due to buckling effects. The result of a creep test in 
which the specimen buckled is shown in Figure 19, along with 
two other tests carried out under the same conditions. It 
can be seen that the effect of the buckling causes much larger
differences than the scatter between successful tests.
5,2/
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3.2 Assembly of Compression Creep Tests.
The alignment of the specimen was the first and most 
crucial step in the assembly of the compression test an 
approximate positioning was carried out by eye. Aligning 
clamps were then screwed round the top and bottom loading 
rams (Figure la). These clamps held the specimen parallel to 
the loading axis, and co-axial with the rams, A light load 
was placed on the load platform so that the specimen should be 
held firmly in place.
The loading and aligning systems were tested by 
cementing three strain gauges to the specimen, parallel to the 
long axis, and spaced at 120® intervals round a diameter.
Weights were added to the load platform, and at each increment 
of load all tliree strain gauges were monitored by a "Peelcel" 
strain gauge meter with a resolution of 10 ^ in. The measured 
elastic modulus agreed precisely with the published value, 
taken from the "Nimonic Handbook" published by Henry Virgin and 
Company(^). This was satisfactory, since it implied that 
losses in the load transmission system were negligible.
The outputs from the three strain gauges ^era 
compared to detect bending in the specimen. After each 
loading cycle the specimen was dismounted and realigned. Over 
six repetitions the maximum difference in strain amounted to ICf^  
of the mean value. The average difference in strain v/as less - 
of the order of 5/* Anything short of the most careful 
alignment produced very large differences, with one side of the 
specimen in tension, the other in compression. In view of 
these results, it was concluded that the alignment system was 
accurate enough to warrant extended trial during high temperature 
creep,
With the specimen held firmly, the aligning clamps 
were removed, Tv/o Pt-Pt, 13/ Rh thermocouples were wired to 
the/
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the specimen, with the thermocouple heads pressed tightly 
against the specimen. Tests showed that shielding the heads 
of the thermocouple from direct furnace radiation made no 
difference to the temperature measure^. Of much greater 
importance v/as adequate contact between the thermocouple and 
specimen. One disadvantage of wiring-on the thermocouples 
was that the soft platinum limb became deformed, and after 
repeated straightenings, became weak. At this point the 
thermocouple v/as scrapped and a new one used in its place.
After mounting the extensometer legs, the furnace 
was put in its place, before the transducers were locked in 
their holders. Exposure of the transducers to dust and grit 
from the furnace v/as thus kept as small as possible.
At this stage it would be natural to balance the 
loading lever to allow for the weight of the main frame 
hanging from it (Figure l). To do so would have necessitated 
removing the load from the specimen. In this condition, it 
would have been possible for the specimen alignment to have 
altered. The beam was thus balanced before the specimen was 
aligned, an allowance being made for the weight of the upper 
loading ram, by adding a few pounds weight to the loading 
and carrying out the final adjustment by means of the moveable 
balance weight on the crosshead (Figure l).
During the initial heating period the balance 
resistors were excluded from the circuit to keep the output 
current from the "Sirect" below the 13-ampere capability of 
the mains supply. Heating was rapid-within 20 minutes of 
switching on it was possible to reach 10C0®C. Normal 
procedure was to bring the furnace temperature to 40®0 below 
the required test temperature, and to adjust the temperature 
distribution at this level. TThen the difference between top 
and bottom thermocouples was less than 5 the furnace 
temperature/
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temperature was raised to the test requirement and final 
balancing carried out.
Because of the long term stability required in the 
creep tests carried out at 950®G, at this temperature a 24 
hour period of stabilisation was allowed before loading.
This time fulfilled a second purpose in that the material was 
given the same amount of aging before testing at lOOO^G, by 
loading these tests 3 hours after reaching temperature. This 
shorter period of stabilisation at the higher temperature was 
possible due to the expertise gained during the tests at 930^0 
and to the, generally, shorter length of the tests at lOOO^G.
It is felt that these precautions to ensure identical material 
structure at the start of each test is a major factor in 
increasing the accuracy of the experimental results.
Just prior to loading the extensometry calibration 
was checked. The weights were then applied during a period 
of 30 seconds, so that the last weight was added just before 
the extensometer output was printed or the chart recorder - a 
Kent "Kultilec", Mark III, This point was taken a,s the zero 
for measurements of creep strain. It may be noted here that 
the effect of the impact of a weight being placed on the load 
platform was checked with the strain gauged specimen. The 
maximum excess load due to the impact of a weight v/as measured 
as 0,5 lb., that is, less than i f  of the total load. In 
addition, no long lived transient vibrations were recorded.
During the course of each test the temperature was 
monitored continuously, either by applying the thermocouple 
outputs to a Kent Multilec recorder, or by direct measurement 
on a Cambridge potentiometer. On the recorder, a 
discrimination of 0,5 C® was possible. With the potentiometer, 
changes of 0,1 G® could be detected,
■ In/
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In compression the creep experiments were 
invariably ended by switching off the power to the furnace, 
while leaving the specimen loaded until cool. By this means, 
the dislocation structure developed during creep was 
preserved for future examination by transmission electron 
microscopy. However, due to the lack of an electron 
{yj microscopy until the closing stages of this investigation, no
/ such transmission studies were in fact carried out.
5.3 Tensile Creep Tests.
These tests were much more easily assembled than the 
compression tests, since no specimen alignment was necessary. 
Otherwise, the procedure was as outlined in the previous section 
for the compression tests. The exception related to the 
action at the end of a test. After those tests in which the 
specimen was allowed to break, the falling weights were caught 
by a shock-absorber of expanded polystyrene, and the furnace 
switched off immediately after,
3.4 Calibration of Thermocouples.
Before use all the thermocouples were calibrated for 
the temperatures of interest against a thermocouple calibrated 
at the National Physical Laboratory, The accuracy of the 
calibration of this standard was +0.3 above 800®C.
For checking, each thermocouple was connected to its 
own length of compensating lead, and the junction placed in a 
furnace along with the standard thermocouple. lYhen the 
thermocouples reached the furnace temperature, the e.n.f. from 
each was measured. Repeatable results were not obtained until 
a satisfactory method was found for maintaining thermal contact 
between the two thermocouple beads. Despite the fear of 
damage to the standard, the only useful method was to wire the 
beads firmly together.
'ac
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Each thermocouple was calibrated for all the 
temperatures at which it was used, and in fact, all the 
tests showed agreement between the standard and the creep 
test thermocouple within the limits of the original calibration 
of the standard. For these calibration tests, as for the 
creep tests the thermocouple cold junctions were maintained at 
zero degrees Centigrade by immersion in a well-stirred mixture 
of ice and water.
3,5 The Effect of Tenuerature Variations on the Creep Rate.
We now consider the effect of small temperature 
variations on the creep rate. According to the arguments 
advanced in the Introduction, the creep rate follows an 
exponential temperature law, i.e.,
é a  exp(-^)
If now the temperature changes from T to T + ÔT, we have,
v/hen ÔT is small compared to T,
I
®T+6T -Q Q
In T  = -------  +
T R(T+6T)
= M l
RT®
If now numerical values are inserted
Q = 100 k cal/mole
T = 1000®C = 1 2 ^ 3 ^
a table can be drawn up as follows, to show the effect of 6T
on the creep rate
ÔT ®C f f f
®T+ôt/®T
0,1 1.005
0.5 1.02
1 1.07
2 1.15
5 1.41
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Prom this table it can be concluded that 
temperature fluctuations of more than one degree cannot be 
tolerated for a large fraction of the duration of the test. 
Cyclic variations in temperature of about a degree or less, 
with a period much shorter than the duration of a test, 
would have a negligible effect on the final creep curve.
For this reason, almost constant supervision vas given to 
the temperature of each creep test, so that any drift from 
the required temperature should not g o undetected for long.
Such drift was usually caused by abrupt changes in the 
ambient conditions, such as those -'hie to the opening of the 
windows of the laboratory in which the creep tests were 
carried out. One of the most important factors in obtaining 
accurate temperature measurement was found to be adequate 
stirring of the ice-water mixture used as a standard cold 
junction for the thermocouples. A desirable feature for any 
creep testing facility is a thermostatically controlled room 
for the creep machines. This assists in maintaining constant 
temperatures at the test pieces. Although the room used in 
this investigation was not so controlled, the temperature 
remained fairly constant due to the continuous use of several 
furnaces which maintained room temperature above that of the 
surroundings.
5.6 Consideration of Errors.
The variations in temperature discussed above are "-he 
most important source of error in the determination of creep 
curves. Several other errors must be considered before the 
overall accuracy of the creep tests can be assessed.
The weights used in the loading of the creep 
machines were of two kinds. Those used for nearly all of the 
test were a set of 40 lb. and 20 lb, iron weights, calibrated 
accurately/
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accurately to within 1 part in "^ ,000 of their stated 
weight,. Another set used occasionally were 10 lb. weights 
calibrated to within O.5/ of their stated weight. In no 
case did these 10 lb. weights comprise more than 20/ of the 
total load, so that any effect due to their less accurate 
calibration should be minimised.
The calibration of the transducers was carried out 
prior to each test’ by means of a barrel micrometer with a 
4 in, diameter, incorporated in the C.ÏÏ.S. Recording 
Extensometer. This was used to move the core of a 
transducer whose performance matched exactly that of the 
external transducers. A typical calibration would thus be 
that 10 mV, on the Kent recorder chart represented .025 in, 
,0002 in. When the chart record was processed so that 
the creep curve could be plotted on a convenient scale, one 
side of the dotted line was consistently read.
Time was measured during the test by two means.
The recorder drove the chart at a known speed e.g. 4 in,/hour. 
This was used routinely to measure time, and the speed v/as 
checked by noting the time on an electric clock periodically. 
The chart drive system in fact proved itself to be extremely 
accurate, and v/as never found to be in error.
In the absence of sufficient tests at any one 
temperature and stress to estimate the accuracy statistically, 
it is estimated that the final accuracy obtained was jiLO;', 
although better agreement than this v/as obviously obtained in 
such tests as the tensile ones in Figure 15,
5.7 Metallography,
After testing, a portion from the gauge length of 
each specimen v/as sectioned longitudinally by grinding, and 
polished, first on wet silicon carbide papers, starting with
220/
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200 grit, and finishing with 600 grit, then on "Selvyt" 
cloth or a Struers "Mol" polishing pad, impregnated with 
diamond dust and lubricated with "Marcon" polishing lubricant, 
At first all the polishing was done by hand, but later an 
automatic polishing attachment was obtained for the diamond 
polishing stage. Although slow, this device produced a very 
fine polish,
When a scratch-free polished surface had been 
produced, an etching treatment in a mixed acid etch revealed 
the miorostructure for examination in the light microscope. 
The composition of the etch is given below. The etch was 
applied either by swab or immersion for 7-10 seconds, and 
was followed by a hot water wash, and drying in a blast of 
compressed air.
Composition of Chemical Etch
Nitric acid, concentrated 15 ml.
Hydrochloric acid, concentrated 85 ml,
Anhydrous ferric chloride 5 gr.
Cupric chloride 5 gr.
Water to make up to 200 ml.
Very late in the course of this investigation, an 
electron microscope was installed in the Engineering Department 
of the University of Glasgow. A fev/ of the specimens were 
repoli shod and etched electrolytioally to leave the gamma 
prime particles standing clear.of the surface. The etchant 
used was an aqueous solution containing l o f  glycerol and 5/ 
hydrofluoric acid, using a nickel-chrome cathode at an 
etching voltage of 2-4 volt. Replicas of these specimens 
were examined in the electron microscope, and the resulting 
photographs were measured to detect differences in the 
amount of gamma prime present after tensile or compressive 
creep. Lack of time prevented extension of this 
investigation/
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investigation to include detailed analysis of all the 
specimens and, of particular interest, examination of 
dislocation arrangements in thin sections of deformed 
material•
The main metallographic study was thus carried 
out hy light microscopy, and consisted of an examination 
of the visible damage caused by creep deformation. In 
particular the incidence of grain boundary voids and cracks 
was investigated by scanning the surface at right angles to 
the stress axis, using a magnification of 400 X. The cracks 
and voids were counted, and classified according to their
position: either at a triple point, elsewhere on a grain
boundary, or within a grain (see Figures 27-42)*
A further subdivision was made according to 
whether or not the cavity was associated with a large grain 
boundary particle, e.g. a massive carbide or a cyanonitride 
particle (see Figures 54"37). The smallest cavity 
detectable was about 1^.1 across its smallest dimension (see 
Figure 50).
On all the tensile specimens a careful comparison 
was made between the gauge length, and the undeformed 
threaded end. This was useful in showing that the 
intragranu"'ar cavities were not due to deformation, since 
equal numbers were present in the gauge length and the 
enlarged ends.
The effect of oxidation on the surface of the
specimens was routinely examined, to ensure that no gross
changes in gauge diameter due to this cause should go 
undetected. However, no oxidation was ever observed to 
penetrate deeper than about half a grain diameter (see 
Figure 44),
5.8/
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5 « 3 Conclusions.
1) A reliable creep test procedure has been developed,
and the scatter observed was very small, especially 
after the first fevf tests during which expertise was 
developed (Compare the tensile tests in Figures 15 
and 18).
2) This accuracy was thought to be due to the attention
given to ensuring that the material at the start of 
each test had the same amount of aging, and to the 
supervision given to the temperature measurement and 
control systems,
3) A method of crack analysis has been developed which
should enable the growth of cracks to be followed.
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DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OF THE CREE? TESTS
Introduction,
This chapter is devoted to the exposition and 
discussion of the results of the creep testing, and the 
subsequent metallographic examination of specimens, Since 
not all the creep tests had tlie sane purpose - from some 
were produced strain-tine curves, while from others values 
for the activation or stress exponent -- the discussion is of 
necessity somewhat complex. First the effect of strain 
upon strain rate is discussed, and constant stress curves are 
computed from the constant load creep curves plotted in 
Figures 6 to 15* The reason for this is that comparison 
between tensile and compressive creep curves produced under 
constant load is not possible at large strains, as shown in 
section 4*1*
As was pointed out in Chapter One, the stress 
exponent, and the activation energy should be measured for 
the particular alloy under test. The results of these tests 
are discussed next, in that order.
Before comparing the creep behaviour in tension and 
compression, those factors which may change the creep rate 
are investigated. Firstly, cracking, and so included in this 
section are the results of the optical metallography; secondly 
precipitate changes, and the results of the small amount of . 
electron metallography carried out.
Finally, the creep behaviour in tension and 
compression is compared, and likely causes for the differences 
are discussed in terms of the theoretical treatment developed 
in Chapter One,
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4* 1 The Effect of Strain on the Ann]led Stress,
As extension or compression proceeds, the cross- 
section of the test-pieoe is constantly changing. In 
consequence, despite the fact that the load is constant, the 
stress impressed upon the specimen changes. During a 
tensile test the stress progressively increases. This leads 
to the observed creep rates being higher in a constant load 
test than in a constant stress test, Andrade first pointed 
this out, and'devised a method for applying a constant 
stress^^^). Because of these changes in cross-section, it 
is not realistic to compare the creep curves in tension and 
compression until allowance has been made for this effect.
The following calculation shows how such allowance may bo 
made,
It is assumed that during the course of a creep 
test the test-pieoe maintains a constant volume. Since the 
elastic strain is small compared with the plastic creep strain, 
both the longitudinal and lateral elastic strains can be 
neglected.
For a test-pieoe of gauge length t and cross- 
sectional area A, the constant volume condition implies
AA = constant
where
L  Sind Aq are the values of I  . and A at the start of a test 
i.e. at zero time
hence A = ----
t
Thus the stress on the specimen,
load (L)
O' "
A
i.e./
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L e
1 • e, cT "
^ 0 ^ 0
Now, at a point in the test where the strain is e,
6 = -Cq (i
where e is positive in tension, negative in compression
so cr (l + e)
cr^  (l + e) , where
cTq is the stress at the start of the test.
To determine the effect of this change in stress upon the 
creep rake, a strain rate dependence upon stress is assumed 
of the type derived by Weertman's analysis
i.e, e = k cr^  , where k is a constant,
and, in the next section, n will be shown to be 9 for these 
tests.
For a constant load test, we thus have
e = ko^^(l + e)^  (l)
This can be integrated to give the strain-time relationship 
in a constant load test
—n+1 —n+1
(l + Gq) - (l + e) = (n " l)ko"^ (t - t^) (2)
where is the strain when t = t^. If the primary creep
strain is subtracted away from the creep curve, the condition 
could be = 0, at t - 0, This is the equation of the
creep/
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creep curve under a constant lor.cT which would he measured 
if no structural changes took place. Since it is known 
that the precipitate size distribution does c^ 'tange during 
a high temperature creep test, the condition of no 
structural change is not met* This equation (2) is, 
hence, of no great value in correcting constant load curves 
to constant stress. Equation (l) is more useful in this 
respect, and, in fact, was used in the following manner.
Each creep curve was approximated by a series of 
chords. Each chord represented or l/ of strain, 
centred on a particular value of strain, say, e. For the 
purpose of discussion, let us call the strain interval 6 e .
If the stress were constant, then in the same time interval, 
the amount of deformation would not be 6e, but 6q/(l+s)^,
This follows since tlie creep curve can be approximated by a 
series of sufficiently small chords, and since the creep 
rate in constant stress can be derived from that measured 
in constant load by means of equation (l) above, i.e.,
strain rate at constant stress = St2Sl2_ri'-te at constant load
(l+e)9
Each new increment 6e/(l + e)'^  is fitted to the previous one, 
to produce a new creep curve, as shown in Figures 6 - Ip,
It may be argued that this process of normalising 
the curves to constant stress is invalidated by the creep 
damage caused at the higher stresses. Such increased creep 
damage may be present, but all the important effects can be 
shown to hapuen during the first few percent of strain when 
the stress is essentially constant, as can be seen from the 
following table, giving values of (l + e)^ in tension 
and compression.
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e
(percent)
(l+e)9
Tension
(lts)9
Compression
1 1.1 0.9
1.5 1.14 0.83
2 1.2 0.83
2.5 1.25 0.8
5 1.5 0.^7
5.5 1.36 0.74
4 1.42 0 . 1
4.5 1.5 0.67
5 1.55 0. 65
6 1.7 0.59
7 1.64 0.54
8 2 0.5
9 2,2 0.45
10 2.36 0.42
15 3.5 0.23
20 5.2 0.19
25 7.5 0.15
It can thus he seen that only a small effect will 
operate helov/ 2y strain, while, in fact, no great difference 
appears until strains in excess of 4/ are reached (see, e.g.
Figures 6 and I4).
The constant load and constant stress curves are 
shown together in Figures 6 - I5, along with the corresponding 
compressive creep curves. Since the strains observe! in 
compression were very small - usually less than 2]\ no 
correction was required to convert these to constant stress 
curve8•
As/
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As vrill be seen, the amount of correction to the 
tensile curves is not large except at large values of strain, 
and, indeed in the case of Figure 10, no correction 7/as 
applied, since the total strain measured was 1.57^ . On the 
other hand, the tensile curves shown in Figures 6 and 7 
reduce to straight lines, and have undergone large amounts 
of correction.
It is possible that constant-stress rupture times 
could be derived using this method, and extrapolating the 
curves to the same total extension as is measured in the 
constant load tests. Since this ductility does not change 
much with stress, the value obtained from the constant-load 
tests could be used. Rough estimates from the available 
data indicate that such rupture times would exceed the 
consfcant-load ru.pture times by as much as 5^^* This 
procedure could be inaccurate due to the voids which develop 
as strain proceeds, Huch of the extension takes place just 
prior to rupture, and so the constant-stress rupture life 
might not be much longer. An approximate determination 
could be carried out with the present apparatus by progressively 
reducing the load as the strain increases.
4.2 Dependence of Strain Rate on Stress,
The stress dependence of the creep rate was 
measured by carrying out a creep test at various loads. The 
amount of strain required at any one load to establish the 
creep rate was very small - about O.l/, and the total strain 
over a stress change test was not more than 0.5'.^ , hence no 
correction to the stress was required on account of the 
changing cross-section. Assuming a stress lavr of the form
I
e Of cr^  ,
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a plot of log e versus log cr should give a straight line 
with a gradient n. The results of these tests are shown 
in Figure 20* Stress-clrange tests were carried out in
tension at 950^3 and lOGO^O* The values of the minimum
creep rate measured in constant stress tests at 1000°G are
plotted on the same graph. These are included in the
estimation of n, although ttie material in the different
tests has had slightly different aging. The 
calculated from Figure 20 are shown below
value E of n
Test Type Temperature Stress Range
(LB.iir®)
n
Compression, constant stress lOOQOC 20,400- 8,500 3.5
Stress change, Tension 1000 20,400-10,200 10.1
Stress change, Tension 950®C 20,400-13,600 10.2
after 100 hour creep
Another method, of measuring n is to use the change 
of stress in a constant load test. From the analysis in the 
previous section é = k (l + e)^*
Hence by plotting log e versus log (l f e), the 
value of n can be obtained from the slope of the resulting 
graph (Figure 24). This applies so long as k is constant 
i.e. that the structure is constant during the test. From 
the information given in the paper by M i t c h e l l i t  can 
be calculated that only a small overaging effect takes place 
during the tests shown in Figures 6 and 7. In fact the 
precipitate size should change only by a factor of 1*1.
The further objection may be made that, since a 
small amount of cracking is observed, this will vitiate any 
value of n derived in this way. Since the amount of 
cracking must increase with increasing strain, it would be 
expected/
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expected that the value of n so derived would he high.
In fact the average value derived in this way from Figure 
24 is 3.3- Thus, although this value is, if anything, 
high, it is in reasonable agreement with the values derived, 
by other moans, above. For the stress exponent required 
for the analysis of the previous section, an average value 
of 9 was taken.
Although this is much higher than the value of 4 
derived by "/eertman, it is not out of lino with other stress 
exponents measured in tro-phase alloys. These range 
from 4-5 i^ Rone 41^^^ through 7-7 for Kar to
40 in T,D. nickel^^^). This largo range of values is not 
covered by the estimated errors in these investigations, and 
so it must be concluded that the stress exponent.is a property 
of the particular material used in any series of tests.
The fact that the stress exponent measured in
compression agrees well with that in tension is powerful
support to the argument that this high value is not due to
cracking. Large variations in the value of the stress
exponent have been observed in other systems. A series of
gold-nickel alloys has been investigated, and values of n
from 2 to 5-5 have been measured, depending upon the
(77')
concentration of nickel''
4-3 The Temperature Dependence of the Creep Rate.
In line with the widely held view that creep is 
diffusion controlled, creep tests at constant load but changing 
temperature were used to measure the activation energy of the 
creep process. The results of these bests are shown plotted 
as log e versus 1/t in Figures 21 to 23, and in the table 
below.
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Stress Temperature Range Measured Activation
Energy 
k, cal ./rnole
13,600 tensile 950-1000 203 ±  20
17.000 tensile 95O-ICGO 190 + 20
17.000 compressive 950-1000 25O ±  25
The values for the activation energy tabulated
above agree well with the figure of 210 30 k.cal/mole
reported for Rene 4 1 ^ although they are much higher than 
those reported for several other nickel base alloys of 
different composition, which span a range from 80-133 k.cal/
For comparison, the activation energy for 
self-diffusion in nickel is 66 k.cal/mole^^^). The wide 
spread of activation energies for creep, and the disagreement 
between predicted and measured activation energies, have not 
yet been explained in any satisfactory manner.
It can be said, ho’vcver, that the measurements of 
Conrad et al^^^ on Rene 4I and the present investigation share 
the feature that they are very high temperature studies in 
which the activation energy was measured by recording the 
creep rate a very short time after the attainment of the test 
temperature. This feature is not shared by the other 
investigations quoted above^^^'^^*^') in which the creep rate 
was measured some longer time after the change in temperature. 
In this latter instance, relatively small changes in the 
amount and size of precipitate particles would occur during 
this measurement.
These considerations render plausible the proposal 
by Conrad et al^^^ that a) the higher activation energy is 
due to t-'ie changes in precipitate structure which ax’c known 
to take place at high temperatures or b) there is an energy 
of/
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of interaction between a solute atom and a precipitate which 
leads to an increased activation energy for climb, and hence 
for creep.
The distinction between these becomes blurred when 
it is realised that both imply that the structural ordering 
and compositional changes, involved in the formation of gamma 
prime particles, hinders the climb of dislocations round those 
particles. Since tlie phase boundary is highly coherent, it 
is unlikely to be a prolific source or sink of vacancies.
There will hence be a flow of vacancies towards or away from 
the climbing dislocation. Diffusion within the precipitate 
particles has not been considered as affecting the rate of 
climb, but given that such vacancy flows do exist, a possible 
explanation for the magnitude of the activation energy could 
be found in this effect. This idea is developed below.
As stated before, the gamma prime particles have a 
fully ordered structure based on the f.c.c, lattice, and in 
such systems, very high activation energies for diffusion 
have been measured^^^)^ For Ni^ Al, a value of I64 k.oal/ 
mole is quoted. This figure would, presumably, be modified 
by the titanium, chromium and cobalt present in the gamma 
prime of Nimonic I05, but in such a two-phase system the 
activation energy as measured in a creep test siiould be some 
combination of the activation energy in Ni^ Al, with that in 
pure nickel. In the absence of a complete understanding of 
the diffusion processes involved, a value for the creep 
activation energy cannot be predicted. Two considerations 
of which give added force to this argument are
a) the large amount of gamma prime present in modern nickel
heat-resistant alloys,
b) the observation of superdislocations in the matrix of a
nickel alloy^^^) which indicate that some long range 
ordering is present. This ordering would increase the 
activation energy throughout the alloy.
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4,4 The Stress Dependence of the lohivaticn Energy.
The difference between activation energies 
measured in tension (see table, section 4*5) and compression 
was not unexpected, since the creation of a vacancy should be 
assisted by a tensile applied stress, and hindered by a 
compressive stress. The compressive activation energy should, 
therefore, be the higher, since, in essence, this energy is
compounded of tvro parts: the energy to produce a vacancy, and
the energy required to move it from one atomic rate to a
neighbouring one. We can express this approximately as
Q, “ Qq -H a P Vy
where Q, is the measured activation energjx in k.cal/raole
Qq is the activation energy, at zero stress, in k,cal/nole
p is the applied stress
Vy is the volume of a vacancy
2%
A is Avogadro*s Number = 6,02 x 10 *
The term p Vy is simply the work done by the external 
forces when a vacancy is created in the lattice.
For the present case, a value of IO(A.U) was used
for Yy, giving
Q. “ Qq + A P Yy
Q + 6 cr X 10  ^ k.cal/mole
 ^ Ib.in'R
where cr is the applied stress in Ib.in"^.
If we take c  - ±  17,000 Ib.in*’^ ,
Y/e have Q = Qq ±  1*02 k.cal/mole.
The difference in activation energies should thus 
be of the order of 2 k cal/mole. This is an order of magnitude
smaller than the measured difference of pO k.cal/mole. The
experimental error associated with the measurement of activation 
energy/' is +.10/, hence the actual difference in Q may be much 
smaller than the figure quoted, but still appreciably larger
than that predicted from the above anal.vsis.
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Since all the tests were carried out in identical 
fashion, with the temperature reduced from lOCO^G in steps of 
10-15 the possibility of systematic error was minimised.
The decreasing temperature method v/as adopted to minimise the 
effects of structural changes during the tests. After a 
comparatively brief period of time at lOOQOC, the equilibrium 
volume fraction of precipitate would not have been reached, so 
that when the temperature was reduced very little further 
precipitation would occur. During the alternative, increasing 
temperature method, the amount of precipitate would tend to 
decrease as the temperature was increased, so that structural 
change would certainly take place between successive measurements 
of the creep rate.
In an extensive series of measurements of Q in 
Nimonics 80A and 90, Heslop' ' observed no stress dependence, 
but a slight increase with temperature an increase of 30/ 
being observed over the temperature range from J O O ^ G  - 900^0.
On the other hand, Murray and Choubey(54) obtained a strong 
stress dependence over the same stress range, but since the 
measurements were spread over a wide temperature range, it is 
likely that the effect is due to temperature rather than stress. 
Indeed, these authors ascribe the changes in Q to a. change in 
the mechanism of creep deformation, from cross-slip to climb.
Prom these several observations, it is concluded that 
at the stress levels discussed the activation energy for creep 
is little affected by stress - induced changes in the energy/ of 
formation of a vacancy. This effect is certainly much smaller 
than that which increases the activation energies to 20C/ more 
than the value for self-diffusion in pure nickel.
Also, from the limited observations made, the 
activation energies in tension and compression are different. 
Further experiments would verify this point and determine more 
accurately the magnitude of the difference. An indication 
that/
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that the stress should affect the activation energy is given
( RO 9^')hy the work carried out hy Butcher^ ' who found that the
activation energ^r for creep in a constant shear stress test 
was linearly dependent upon the applied hydrostatic pressure.
A smaller effect should probably be expected from the present 
experiments, in which the applied stress is uniaxial, hence 
Butcher's work cannot be compared directly with this present 
study.
4*5 Changes in Precipitate Size and Amount, and their Effect 
on Creep Behaviour,
The discussion of section 1*5 showed that a system 
of precipitate particles tends to a more coarse size 
distribution as it is exposed at high temperature. The creep 
resistance of precipitation hardened alloys is further reduced 
by the fall in the volume fraction of precipitate. For 
Kiraonic 105 the final aging treatment at 700^0 converts about 
50/ by volume of the alloy to the gamma prime phase. From 
Figure 25 which is derived from the data given in the carer by
(19)Rows and Freeman' , it can be seen that the equilibrium 
volume fraction of gamma prime falls with increasing temperature, 
so that at lOOO^C, only about 20/ gamma prime will remain after 
long aging times.
Together these effects reduce the number of 
precipitate particles and increase the spacing between them. 
Quantitative expression can be given to this weakening effect 
by considering Weertman's derived structural parameter, 1^/h, 
where \ ~ the average interparticle spacing 
h = the average particle diameter.
For a given volume fraction of gamma prime, Y  ,
” X+h »
since/
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since the volume fraction of precipitate is measured hy 
summing the intercepts of precipitate particles on a line 
drawn on a micrograph of a plane section of the specimen, T 
is then given hy the ratio of the sum of the intercepts to
the total length of the line,
„ X® ,/l  ^ \2
hence —  = h(^ “  - 1;
Using Y/agner’s law (section I.5), this can he written
f  = (A + B # ) ( ^ - l ) "
where A, B are constants, and V(t) gives the variation of 
the volume fraction of gamma prime with time.
If V(t) were constant , the structural parameter
would vary directly as h. As can he seen from Figures 45 ard
46, the amount of gamma primo present after 60 hours at 950^0
is 25/ in fair agreement with Figure 25. The effect cf this
decrease in the amount of precipitate from the 53;'^ initially
present can he seen from the following table, in which the
/I \2variation of the factor - 1; , with changes in Y  is 
shown
1 3
Volume fraction of gamma prime (v) Factor(“  - l)
0.5 1
0.4 2.25
0,5 5
0.2 16
If the factor (“  - l) was substantially constant over the 
observed range of V, the variation of \^/h with time would be 
predictable. But, from the table given above, (^ “ - l)^ 
changes by an order of magnitude in the range of Y  which is 
of interest.
Hence/
Hence without a specific knowledge of V(t), the 
relationship derived by 7agner is of only limited use in the 
prediction of creep rates. This lack of information could 
he remedied by a comparatively simple electron microscope 
investigation, but no such study has, to this author's 
knowledge, been published.
The effect of precipitate changes can be seen 
clearly in the compression tests plotted in Figures c - 15 
as an increase in the compression creep rate with time. The 
shape of these compression curves follows a pattern consistent 
with the changes in precipitate size. At short times, that 
is leas than tv/o hours testing at lOOC^C, or less than four 
hours at the compressive creep rates show no tendency
to increase witli time. At longer times, however, what appears 
to be a phase of tertiary, or accelerating, creep, is found.
This behaviour was unexpected, since the stress is decreasing 
throughout these compression tests, oven if only slowly at 
those low strains, and so the creep rate should have become 
smaller as the strain increased, in accordance with the equations 
developed in section 4.1. That this tertiary creep should bo 
ascribed to overaging seems certain, since changes in cross 
section due to cracking can be ruled out in compression, both 
intuitively, and on the grounds that no cracking was observed 
in specimens wliich had undergone compression creep. Another 
alternative which must be rejected is the possibility that the 
tertiary creep is due to specimen buckling. As described 
previously, careful precautions were taken to prevent buckling, 
and to detect it if buckling did occur. The onset of tertiary 
creep can occur at small strains, as in Figure 10, but does 
not necessarily appear at larger strains, as in Test Ho. C 5^, 
which reached 4/ after 75 minutes.
Temperature/
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Temperature Stress Strain Time Increase in é over 
LB.IN  ^ / hour minimum value
LOGO 20,400 4 1.25 1,5
1000 8,500 1.5 50 20
For ease of presentation a comparison of the two 
tests is made in the table above. The high stress test,
I'to. G 57, was corrected to constant stress in the sane w:?y as 
the tensile tests, this time using a factor of (1 + e)' to 
multiply the creep rate, '.lere the tertiary creep due to 
buckling, it would be anticipated that the effect would be 
larger at high strains. This is hot so, and in line with the 
postulate that the tertiary creep is due to agglomeration, 
after a long time at high temperatures - 50 hours at ICCO^G - 
the creep rate increased by a factor of 20 over the minimum 
value, measured early in the test.
The compression creep tests at SOO^C confirm the 
pattern of behaviour at higher temperatures. The rate of 
agglomeration at 300^0 is much lower than at lOCO^G, and so it 
can be said that the amount of aging taking place is proportion­
ately lower.
The test carried out under normal conditions showed 
no tertiary creep (Figure IB;, Another test at SOO^G, and 
the same stress was carried out, but the specimen was given an 
overaging treatment of 2 hours at 95G^G in the creep furnace, 
before testing began. As expected, the creep rate in this 
test was higher (Figure I5) than the previous one, and once 
again, when even less agglomeration '.vas expected, no tertiary 
creep took place. It is worth while to mention here that the 
stress in the tests at SOO^C was 61,200 lb,in'*®, three times 
higher than the highest stress used at more elevated temperature. 
In these tests the effects of buckling should have been most 
obvious,/
" ü 5  "
obvious, yet no tertiary creep was seen. It is anticipated 
that, given long enough at any high temperature level, 
tertiary creep would he observed due to the changes induced 
in the precipitate size distribution,
4*6 Grain Boundary Cracking and the Results of the 
ITe tal 10 granh i c Examina t i on «
The discussion in this section will be devoted to 
the incidence of cracking during a creep test. At the high 
temperatures of interest in this investigation, failure occurs 
by the growth and coalescence of grain boundary cracks. This 
holds as a general rule for metals and alloys, and the 
inhibition of crack growth is a major objective in the heat 
treatment of Nimonic lOp, as indicated in Section 1,2.
The precipitation of carbides in the grain boundaries 
produces a zone free from gamma prime precipitate. This zone 
is quite naturally, weaker than the matrix, and also more 
ductile, so that stress concentrations around the carbide 
particles, which are potential crack initiations, are relieved 
by flow in the ductile zone. The mechanism of crack nucléation 
and growth has been a subject of speculation and discussion for 
some years, and this previous work has given rise to the 
following conclusions,
l) In general, two types of cracking have been distinguished^^^^ 
cavitation cracks, which appear as round or oval holes (Fig. 29} 
and triple point cracks, which have a characteristic wedge 
sh.aped appearance, and occur at the meeting of three grain 
boundaries (Figure 40). The growth of cavitation cracks is 
generally attributed to the agglomeration of vacancies^^^}.
This accounts for their abundance on grain boundaries at right 
angles to the stress axis, where a tensile force is most 
effective in producing an excess of vacant lattice sites.
Several/
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Several detailed accounts for the rate of growth of such 
cavities have been puhlished^^^*^^'^^), and together with 
experiments on the change in density of a metal undergoing 
creep(^^), those have shown that the number of cavities grows 
steadily throughout a test^^^).
2) Y/hile the growth of cavitation cracks is susceptible to 
mathematical treatment, the nucléation of these cracks is still 
a controversial matter. McLean^^^^ proposed that all cracks 
are nucleated by the action of grain boundary sliding at points 
of stress concentration, either at triple points, or at ledges 
on the grain boundary. The difference between the tv.'o types 
of cracks is that ledge-nucleated cracks require vacancy 
diffusion for their growth, while those at grain corners can 
grow as sliding progresses without the addition of vacancies.
In this model of crack initiation the type of crack is decided 
by the applied stress.
3) A development of this idea is due to Gifkins^^''), who 
postulated that cavities could arise from a combination of 
boundary sliding and slip across the boundary.
4) McLean's ideas have been modified h j  Teaver^^^), who found 
that the type of cracking was influenced by the grain boundary 
structure. An absence of carbides resulted in low ductility 
resulting from triple point cracks. The presence of oven a 
few grain boundary carbides inhibited the growth of these 
cracks, and gave higher ductility.
This work was limited in its scope, since tests were 
carried out at one stress and temperature,
5) The most general conclusions is that of Keslop^^t)^ y/ho 
suggested that the type of cracking depended upon both stress 
and temperature for a given structure,
6)/
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6) Rowe and Freenan^^^) observed that the ductility at 
fracture in a creep test v/as lower for an alloy of superior 
strength. An explanation is proposed on the basis that 
most of the strengthening of the alloy, in the form of more 
gamma prime, operates on the matrix. This forces a greater 
proportion of the deformation to take place in the
zones close to the grain boundaries. Less total specimen 
extension is thus needed to cause microcracks to grow and 
coalesce to the point at which failure occurs,
7) The shape of cavity cracks has been investigated by 
fracturing at low temperature specimens which had previously 
undergone creep^^^). The grain boundaries so revealed v/ero 
examined in replica in an electron microscope. In agreement 
with expectation, the cavities were shown to grow as round 
discs,
8) The super saturation of vacancies necessary foi" the growth 
of cavities would appear to be dependent upon the presence of a  
stress, since an annealing treatment has been shown to be 
capable of removing cavities produced by creep defornation^^^^, 
This study is of particular interest since the material used 
was ITimonic 80A, with a structure similar to Nimonic 105,
These conclusions represent the background information 
against which the results of the crack studies, carried out in 
this present investigation, v/ill now be discussed.
The primary object of the crack survey v/as to determine 
the fraction of specimen cross-sectional area which cracked 
during each test. As a secondary objective the distribution 
of crack types was investigated, to find the most likely sites 
for the initiation of cavitation cracks, and to follow the 
development of the cracking pattern adjacent to the fracture 
surface in broken tensile specimens.
The/
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The effect of cracking on the cross-section of the 
tensile specimens is shown in the following table, ITo cracks 
were observe''* in any compressive specimen. The fi;pares given 
are for the unneckod gauge length in the case of fractured 
specimens.
!st No, Temperature
°C
Stress Strain 
lb,in"® /
Amount of Cracking 
/ of cross-section
Cracking
Required^
T24 1000 20,400 17 1 20
T21 1000 17,000 25 5 20
T23 1000 13,600 19 5 20
T50 1000 10,200 10 1 20
T31 1000 6,500 1.7 0 10
T22 950 20,400 9 2 15
T20 950 20,400 0,4 0 0
T16 950 20,400 9 1 15
TI5 950 20,400 2 5 10
TI9 950 17,000 4 4 10
TI4 950 17,000 7 2 15
TI5 950 17,000 7 5 15
T12 950 17,000 4 5 10
Til 950 13,600 4 1 15
TIO 950 13,60c 1.5 1 10
T 6 950 15,600 9 . 1 20
T55 950 20,400 4 1 20
* These figures will be used in the discussion of section 4,6,
The/
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The amount of cracking shown for specimen Til is 
anomalous, since this "was entirely due to four large cracks, 
two of which are shovm in Figure 45. These cracks are very 
narrow in relation to their length, w^ich is several grain 
diameters. Such cracks were found only in this specimen.
The relevance of the information will he discussed in the 
next section, when a comparison of tensile and compressive 
creep curves is made.
The classification of cracks revealed several 
interesting features
1) No true v/e^ge-type cracks were seen prior to fracture. 
All the cracks found in the unnecked portion of the gauge
length had the typical rounded shape of a cavitation crack,
(Figures 29-59)•
2) Most cracks appeared to have nucleated in the grain 
boundaries at right angles to the stress axis, remote from 
either a triple point or a massive grain boundary particle 
(Figures 29-53). However, since many such large particles 
were associated with cavities, it is concluded that they are 
ideal nucleating sites (Figures 54-57).
A difficulty arises in assessing the importance of 
the triple points. Since each metallographic section is two 
dimensional, no account is taken of the position of the grain 
corners below the surface, or, indeerl, above it, in the 
material which has been ground away. With this proviso, the 
grain corners were no more efficient crack initiations than 
any other stretch of grain boundary.
5) As the point of survey is moved into the necked region,
and close to the fracture surface of a broken specimen, the 
number of cracks increased, their size grew, and nearly all 
became associated with triple points (Figures 23, 40, Al),
It/
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It is concluded that these wedge type cracks began as cavities, 
which grew very slowly until the onset of necking prior to 
fracture. Such a crack then grew very rapidly until it 
reached a triple point, where, because of the unfavourable 
orientation of the boundaries beyond, it stopped extending in 
that direction.
It is known that necking is a phenomenon occurring 
late in the creep-rupture life of a specimen. Tests stopped 
before the expected rupture time showed no sign of necking.
Test TI4 ?/as stopped hour before rupture was anticipated, 
when the specimen had extended to 9Of of the rupture ductility. 
This specimen was removed from the furnace and found to be 
necked, but not fractured. The conclusion is drawn that 
necking is a phenomenon of the last fev/ moments of a creep test.
No difference was observed, in the appearance of the 
fracture surface at 950^0 or lOOO^G, which depended
upon the stress or temperature, Figure 28. However, at 800^0 
(Figure 42) there was no appreciable amount of necking, and 
few cracks were seen apart from the main fracture. A":ay from 
the fracture surface, a few isolated cavities were observed.
A feature seen only in the specimen fractured at BCO^G was the 
higher crack density in the surface, as compared with the 
interior. This observation may be explained b^ / postulating 
that the higher rate of oxidation at the higher temperatures - 
950^0 and lOOO^G - inhibited the growth of cracks either by the 
presence of a thicker oxide film, or by slowing do vu the growth 
of the crack tip, as suggested by lemayA^^). The actual 
amount of cross section lost due to the surfacr cracking was, 
however, small - less than ly.
In conclusion, this work has shown that one type of 
crack is not necessarily unique to one set of test conditions, 
and that while failure may be precipitated by the coalescence 
of voids, the high strain rates operating prior to failure 
develop/
develop cavities into v/edge-type cracks, The observation, 
puzzling at first, of two types of crack in one specimen, has 
thus been satisfactorily explained,
4#7 Comparison of Creep Behaviour in Tension and Compression.
Inspection of the creep curves shown in Figures 
6-15 show that even after the corrections applied to the tensile 
curves in section the tensile creep curves are in general
different from the compressive ones. As a general rule, as 
the stress and temperature are increased, the difference between 
tensile and compressive creep increases. The following specific 
points arise which are of interest,
1) The creep rates in tension and compression are- in excellent 
agreement for the initial portion of some creep tests (Figures
9-14).
2) At high stresses and temperatures, the creep curves are 
markedly different from the earliest stages (Figures 6, 7, 8 
and 15)* In Figures  ^ and 8 the primary creep stage is not 
visible on the main graph, and so the early stages of these 
tests are shown in greater detail in the upper parts of the 
figures.
5) Considering any one temperature, the stage in the creep test 
at which the curves diverge is moved to smaller fractions of the 
tensile rupture life as the stress increases (Figures 6-10 and
1 1-1 3).
4 ) For a s in g le  s tress  -  20,400 lb . in ”®, the te n s ile  and
compressive behaviour patterns become more alike as the 
temperature is reduced (Figures 6, 11 and I4).
5) The differences measured between tensile and compressive 
creep are much larger than the scatter in the repeated tests 
shown in Figures 15-19*
Since/
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Since no evidence of grain boundary cracking was 
found in any compressive specimen, while cracks and cavities 
were found in tensile specimens, it is evident that the higher 
creep rates in tension should be thought of as caused by creep 
damage to the material. This implies ^hat the compressive 
creep properties measured are the "true" creep curves for 
homogeneous material. The simple explanation of these creep 
results, outlined above, meets with two objections
1) Enough cracks were not observed in the crack survey to 
account for the observed tensile behaviour,
2) Since as indicated under item (2) above, at some test 
conditions the creep curves diverge from the first moments of 
the test, the cause of this cannot be cavities or cracks induced 
by creep deformation.
The first point is amplified by the table in section 
4-5 which compares the amount of cracking required in each 
tensile creep test to produce the observed creep rate, with the 
amount actually seen under the microscope.
Since the amount of cracking required is always much 
greater than that measured, the question must arise whether a 
stress-concentrating effect could operate. Although stresses 
of the required magnitude could arise at the tip of a sharp 
crack, since the maximum stress is given by(^^)
rb;
= Og (1 + 2 where
cTq = applied stress
c = crack half-length
a - crack end-radius,
it is difficult to understand how such localised stress could 
affect a large part of the matrix surrounding the crack. Also, 
at the high temperatures of interest the stress concentration 
should/
- -
should relieve itself quickly.
nevertheless, even for a crack, such 3,s is seen, with 
an end radius a - 0,25 G , say,
o-m = 5 o"o
from the elastic stress concentration formula given above. 
Remembering that the-strain rate follows a ninth power stress 
law, this is a very large effect.
Another possibility is that a large number of cracks 
are so small as to be discounted in the crack survey. Since
the limit of observable crack size was about Ip , tr\is is a 
very real effect. The number of submicroscopic cracks would 
have to be very large, but since the critical size for a cavity 
crack to grow by agglomeration is 0.1 p, according to FcLean'^ ' 
many cracks of this size could exist unseen.
Cavitation cracks h.ave been studled by replica 
electron microscopy(^^). In T.b. nickel the limit of crack 
resolution was found to be at a diameter of 0.5^, Since cracks 
were enlarged by the necessary electropolishing- treatment, trie 
original size of such small cracks was unknown, and so no great 
advantage can accrue from the use of the electron microscope.
Since the development of cavity cracks is diffusion 
dependent, they should grow with time at high temperature. To 
test the effect of high strain rates on these cracks, a test at 
950*^ 0 and 15,600 lb. in"® was interrupted by increasing the load 
to 17,000 lb,in"® and 20,400 Ib.in"^ for short periods. The 
results of this test are shown below
Time/
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Time Strain Stress Strain Rate
Hour ■// lb.in“® y per hour
75.5 1.5 13.600 0.016
75 2 17,000 0.16
76 2 20,400 0,74
77 . 2,5 13,600 0.017
78 5 , 17,000 0.16
79 5.5 20,400 0.92
31 4 13.600 0.024
The underlined values of the creep rate at 15,cOC 
lb,in ^  before and after déformabion at higher stress show that 
little change results from a small amount of strain at higher 
stress. The total deformation can be regarded as occurring 
solely at the higher stresses, since the strain rates in these 
instances are so much gi'eatei*. Only after 2,5/ strain at the 
higher stresses is any substantial cha/nge in the creep rate 
recorded. Since only cavitation cracks are observed before 
fracture at this temperature, the increased strain rate 
presumably promoted the growth of these cavities.
It can thus be seen that prolonged application of a 
higher stress is required to cause creep damage to the specimen. 
The instantaneous effect of a higher stress appeared to be small.
This being so makes it more difficult to understand 
the high stress results (Figures 6, 7, 8 and I5) where the 
creep rates in tension and compression are different from the 
start of the test, However, it should nob be thought that two 
discrete modes of behaviour exist. It is thought rather that 
some discontinuity develops in the tensile specimen which 
appears earlier in the creep life as the stress is increased.
4.8/
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4•8 Conclusions.
From the results and discussion presented in this 
Chapter the following conclusions are drawn
1) Creep testing facilities have been developed for loth 
tension and compression loading. The requirements for axial 
loading and constant temperature were met so that a low scatter 
on the experimental data was obtained.
2) Tests have been carried out over a range of stress and 
temperature, so that the general trends of the creep behaviour 
have been sho'-'ui.
5) Compressive creep has been shown to be the same as tensile 
under certain circumstances. The differences arise when creep 
damage accumulates in the tensile specimens, so that the tensile 
creep rates become higher than the compressive,
4) A quantitative crack survey has shown that insufficient 
cracks are visible to account for the observed tensile creep 
behaviour. It is thought likely that the presence of stress 
concentrations, and small cracks invisible to the available 
optical microscopes account for the difference,
5) Tertiary creep has been observed in compression after 
extended times at high temperature. The acceleration in the 
creep rate is attributed to the overaging of the precipitate 
particles.
6) Preliminary micrographs shovr that precipitate aging 
characteristics are the same in tension and compression, and so 
are unaffected by stress. This electron microscope study 
should be extended to the rest of the specimens. Thin film 
transmission microscopy would reveal the dislocation configurations 
after creep. However, it has recently been pointed out by 
Hale^^^^) that the ICO k v electron energies available in present 
electron/
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electron microscopes are insufficient to reveal fully the 
details of the precipitate-partide interactions. The use 
of higher energies - up to 1 M e  v - gives greater resolution 
and penetrating power, so that thicker sections can he examined, 
which should have properties more closely related to the hulk 
material than the thin sections necessary for the present 
generation of electron microscopes,
7) The measured activation energies in tension and compression 
agree with those measured by other workers under similar 
conditions, although they differ significantly from each other.
8) Both tensile and compressive creep rates can be fitted to 
a power law stress dependence. The exponent measured in 
compression "was 8.5, and in tension an average value of 9 was 
obtained,
9) The grain boundaries transverse to the tensile axis have 
been shown to be the source of cavities which eventually lead 
to failure. This has been appreciated before, and steps have 
been taken to eliminate grain boundaries, first by producing 
grains elongated in one direction, and later by growing single 
crystal material. These developments have been used in turbine 
blades^/^) and have substantially raised the blade life. The 
method used was the casting of the final blade shape in a 
heated mould, which was cooled from one end at a controlled 
rate. The orientation of the resultant single crystal was 
approximate parallelism between the blade axis and the 001 
planes. This is the desired orientation for optimum creep and 
fatigue properties.
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CHAPTER FVIE
ITTYESTIGATIGH OP THE 3AUSCHIHGER EFFECT
5•1 Review of the Bauschinger Effect.
As stated'before in the Introduction, the
Bauschinger effect appears as a reduction in the flow stress
of a metal after straining in the same or the opposite
direction. The most dramatic effect appears after straining
in the direction opposite to the final one^^^\ Reviews of
the literature on the Bauschinger effect exist in a paper by
T h o m p s o n ^ a n d  the book by Lubahn and Felgar^^^). The
mechanism generally visualised as causing the Bauschinger
effect is the piling-up of dislocations against obstacles
during the initial straining, 7/hen the direction of
straining is reversed, these piled-up arrays move easily
due to the mutual repulsion between parallel dislocations of
the same type and on the same slip plane. The information
given in the reviews mentioned above relates mainly to single
phase material. However, studies of the Bauschinger effect
in a precipitate-hardened aluminium alloy have recently been 
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published'' * These are particularly interesting since
they cover both single- and poly-crystal material, and a 
range of precipitates which can be produced in the aluminium 
4 wt,/ copper alloy by suitable heat treatment.
The conclusions reached are that the Bauschinger 
effect in the alloys containing coherent precipitates does 
not differ from that in pure aluminium. 7/hen the precipitates 
are coherent, however, the Bauschinger effect becomes very 
large, due to the fact that the particles resist shear by the 
dislocations,/
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dislocations, and so large dislocation pile-ups can 
accumulate around such incoherent particles. The internal 
stresses due to these pile-ups then produce plastic deformation 
at a small value of reversed stress.
These investigations were carried out at room 
temperature, and at SO^K, To this author's knowledge, no 
information has been published on the effect of high 
temperature on the Bauschinger effect of a precipitation 
hardened alloy. In the absence of precise knowledge, certain 
tentative proposals may be advanced about the Bauschinger 
effect in Himonic IO5 at high temperature.
Since the gamma prime particles in Himonic IO5 after 
a short time at ICOO^G have a diameter in excess of ICOO A 
these particles are much larger than the coherent particles in 
aluminium-copper alloys, which are disc shaped, with a diameter 
of, typically, 5OO A, and a thickness of a fev/ angstroms^^^). 
The gamma prime particles are hence much more resistant to 
deformation, and hence a large Bauschinger effect might be 
expected.
However, at high temperatures the dislocations can 
climb out of the piied-up arrays, as discussed in the 
Weertman theory of Creep in Chapter 1, and in the Appendix,
Thus unless the stress reversal is applied very quickly, the 
dislocation pile-up will have relaxed, and only a small 
Bauschinger effect will be observed.
5•2 Requirements Tor a Bauschinger Testing Programme.
For the purposes of thermal fatigue analysis, the 
data required is the dependence of some parameter defining 
the Bauschinger effect upon the amount of prestrain, strain 
rate and temperature. Several such parameters are possible, 
examples being the strain occurring before the reverse of the 
pre-stress/
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pre-stress is reached and the drop in flow stress after the 
reversal, where the flow stress may he defined either as an 
offset proof stress, or as the limit of elastic proportionality.
The temperatures and strain rates would he decided 
hy those predicted to occur in the thermal fatigue cycle of 
turbine blades. There is no reason why the investigation 
should stop after one cycle of stress reversal, so that the 
Bauschinger studies could be regarded as the limiting case of 
a high-strain fatigue test. The short-time tensile and 
compressive stress-strain curves could also be used to predict 
the creep strain-tire curves at very short times, using the 
method suggested by Lubahn and ?elgar(^5) to convert the 
stress-strain curves to strain-time curves. The effect of 
specimen aging, which are usually regarded as limiting the 
usefulness of this technique, could be minimised by pre-aging 
specimens for long times at the test temperature before testing, 
so that only a small amount of precipitate agglomeration would 
take place during the time of the test.
Because of delays in gaining access to the Instron 
Testing Machine, the time available for high temperature 
testing was very short, and so the projected testing programme 
was discontinued after the preliminary testing programme 
described in the following sections,
3 • 3 Requirement for a Bauschinger Testing Machine,
The requirements for a machine to measure the 
Bauschinger effect at high temperature are thus rather complex, 
but related to the measurements of compression creep. For 
similar reasons to those discussed in Chapter Two, tests 
carried out in uniaxial tension and compression are the most 
meaningful and acceptable. The high testing temperature 
gives rise to guidance problems, and the need for fast stress 
reversal/
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reversal cannot be easily met, since most commercially 
available testing machines can drive their crosshead in 
only one direction. The construction of a complete, 
sophisticated testing machine vras inhibited both by cost, 
and by the difficulty of obtaining an electronic load 
measuring device to measure both tensile and compressive 
loads.
As a preliminary measure a machine was built to 
strain both in tension and compression, using a proving ring 
as the load measuring device. Although the performance of 
this machine was not satisfactory, a brief consideration of 
it is held to be informative as to the difficulties 
encountered in building a testing machine for reverse straining.
During the time that the crosshead was being driven, 
the proving ring underwent large elastic deflection until the 
yield strength of the specimen was reached. It was thus 
almost impossible to control the strain rate impressed on the 
specimen, since this v-^as decided largely by the elastic 
characteristics of the proving ring. This would be no 
drawback at low rates of strain, when many measurements of the 
specimen extension and of the load could be taken. Also, 
this large elastic extension caused a long delay between the 
reversal of the stress. At higher strain rates, necessary 
both to emulate thermal fatigue, and to reverse the stress 
before relaxation took place in the specimen, sufficient 
readings of the stress and strain could not be obtained from 
the dial gauges used on the load cell, and as the extension 
measuring devices. These dial gauges were photographed with 
a cine camera, and a combination of the vibration of the 
machine and the high speed of movement of the dial gauge 
needles caused blurring of the image on the film. Due to 
this blurring the exact position of the smaller of the hands 
of/
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of the dial gauge could not be ascertained with any certainty.
These difficulties led to the decision to build a 
rig to fit the Instron Universal Testing Machine which had 
just been installed in the University of Glasgow, Department 
of Mechanical Engineering. This machine is specially 
designed so that the crosshead can be driven under load both 
up and dovm, and measures electronically both the load and the 
crosshead movement.
5.4 Development of the Bauschinger Machine.
It was decided that the principles successfully 
incorporated in the compression creep rig would be used in 
the design of a Bauschinger machine (see Pi^ q^ire 5)« The 
heavy main frame was machined out of 2 in. thick mild steel 
plate, and the guide holes were accurately machined in line. 
The loading rams were made from Uimonic 105, but instead of 
the spherical bearings used in compression creep testing, 
threaded seatings were machined centrally to receive a 
specimen with threaded ends (Figures 5 ,^nd 5) *
To prevent backlash in the seatings, nuts of 
ïïimonic IO5 were made with accurately flat faces to screw 
tightly against the faces of the loading rams (Figure 5). 
Similarly, precautions were taken to prevent backlash in the 
coupling to the load cell by means of a close-fitting, 
heavily tightened thread, and in the coupling between the 
main frame and the crosshead. The main frame sat on a spigot 
and vfas held in place by a press-fit steel pin. The lower 
ram was also held in place by a press-fit pin, and relied for 
accurate positioning both on the guide hole, and on the 
shoulders machined at right angles to the axis of the ram.
Since/
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Since it was imperative to prevent the load cell 
being overheated, cooling coils were soldered to both sides 
of the main frame, both at top and bottom, and water flushed 
through then during the whole period of testing. By this
means, that part of the upper ram above the main frame was 
kept cooler, in fact, than room temperature.
The heating and temperature control equipment were 
identical to that used in the creep testing. Because of the 
small size of the specimen, only one thermocouple could be 
attached. This was felt to be permissible both because of 
the known constancy of the temperature in the central zone of 
the furnace, and because of the small size of the specimen in 
relation to the zone of constant temperature, Tie specimen 
temperature was recorded continuously on a Kent single channel 
chart recorder, on which temperature variations of O.l^C 
could be detected.
A few tests were carried out at room temperature on 
specimens of aluminium, chosen because its tensile strength at 
room temperature is approximately that of Nimonic IO5 at lOOO^C, 
viz. 25,000 lb.in"® .
The specimen extension was measured by recording the 
orosshead movement on the Instron chart record. The 
elasticity of the load cell is known, and no elastic 
deformation is expected in the massive loading rods. Hence 
crosshead movement should provide an accurate measurement of 
specimen deformation. This system v/as used by Ham and Abel^^^\ 
but since the strain rate these workers could use was very low 
(0,7/ per minute) the magnification of the motion on the chart 
was correspondingly larger. Hence the strain resolution in 
their experiments was O.O5/. There are, however, well-founded 
objections to such an indirect method, such as the contribution 
to the apparent strain from bedding in of the threaded ends,
Thi 2/
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This can be minimised by heavy tightening of the nuts on the 
specimen prior to testing. Another objection is the large 
unknown effects from random temperature variations, which 
can be much larger than the specimen deformation at low values 
of strain. An extensometer clamped to the specimen itself is 
always preferable, and. as indicated later, should be 
incorporated in the next phase of development of the Bauschinger 
machine,
These tests enabled familiarity with the apparatus, 
and showed that with the specimen size chosen, i/bo in®, in 
cross-section and 0,25 in. long gauge length, the sensitivity 
of the strain measurement was 0,5/* This specimen size was 
chosen, since it was hoped to carry out Bauschinger tests all 
the way from room temperature up to lOOO^C. The load 
capabilities of the tension-and-coTipression load cell would 
have been exceeded by a larger specimen diameter, and a 
different specimen size would then have been required for high 
and low temperature tests. In the event, since specimens of 
Kimonic 105 had been turned to the above dimensions, these were 
used.
For these preliminary tests the temperature chosen 
'was ICOO^C, and the strain rate 8/ per minute. Because of 
thermal expansion the apparatus was completely assembled, then 
the pin holding the lower ram removed and the crossheai moved 
down about half an inch, IVhen the test temperature was 
reached the crosshead was carefully returned to position and 
the pin slid into place. The test could now begin.
Since the strain resolution was not felt to be good 
enough for Bauschinger tests, tensile and compressive short- 
time tests were carried out. These showed that the limit 
of linear proportionality between stress and strain vras the 
same in tension and compression, as expected. The stress- 
strain/
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strain curves in compression showed no ultimate strength, 
because of the ever-increasing cross-section.
The backlash, seen as a kink in the stress-strain 
curve when the stress was reversed, was very small with the 
nuts in place, and large without them. The residual backlash 
was probably located in the load cell or crosshead coupling.
The friction in the bearing between the main frame 
and upper guide rod was investigated by driving the orosshead 
up and dovm after the specimen had fractured, A maximum 
force of 40 lb, was recorded. This was reduced to 20 lb, by 
applying "Molyslip" grease to the bearing surfaces. This 
frictional force was found to be repeatable both in tension 
and compression,
No gross buckling of the specimens was found below 
compressive deformations of 5/* Obviously the alignment in 
this case is not as good as that in the compression testing, 
ao that a cerbain number of specimens will buckle, probably due 
to errors in machining their threads.
Several conclusions can be drawn from these tests, 
some of them indicating the developments necessary for 
successful Bauschinger testing.
1) In view of the agreement between the measured limits of 
proportionality in tension and compression it is felt that a 
machine capable of carrying out successful high temperature 
Bauschinger tests has been built*
2) The strain sensitivity should be increased, either b^ f 
using a longer specimen or by attaching a system of extensoiaetry 
to the specimen. The extensometer output would be used to 
drive the chart, and so produce directly the stress-strain 
curve. Such a system is being purchased from Instron Limited.
5)/
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3) If the stress is reversed manually, then the strain rate 
must he slow enough for the moment of reversal to he chosen 
accurately hy observation of the chart record. The strain 
rate is thus limited to about 10'/ per minute. This could 
be increased by using the fatigue loading cams available for 
use on the Instron. By means of these the load could be 
reversed at a value known to give any required amount of . 
prestrain. The strain rate could be increased so that the 
stress reversal became almost instantaneous, as it is in 
thermal fatigue, instead of the 10 seconds required at 
present.
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6,1 Conclusions.
The description oC experimental procedures and 
results is now complete, and the work carried out during this 
investigation will now he reviewed in terms of the progress 
made towards achieving the aims set out in the Introduction, 
the contribution to the general understanding of the time- 
dependent deformation of met'als at iiigh. temperatures, and the 
development of improved techniques for compression creep 
testing at high temperatures.
The major aim of this investigation has been to 
throw light on the creep behaviour of ITimonic IO5 at 
temperatures experienced by jet turbine blades during thermal 
shock. In view of the fact that previously no such 
information existed, the situation is now much more clear 
since the general trend of comparative creep behaviour has 
been uncovered, for temperatures between SOC^G and lOOC^G.
In general, t h e creep curves in tension and compression are 
different, and if a difference exists the tensile creep rates 
always exceed the compressive. In no instance was a 
compressive specimen observed to deform more quickly than the 
corresponding' tensile one.
At any one temperature the difference between the 
curves decreases with decreasing stress, so that at a 
sufficiently low stress the creep rates in tension a,nd 
compression are identical, at least ^uring the initial part
of the test, 'Then structural defects, such as cavity cracks, 
develop,/
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develop, the tensile creep rate increases. Since no such 
cavities are observed in compression, due to the unfavourable 
stress system, no such increase is observed in com'oression. 
After long times at high temperature, however, the unexpected 
phenomenon of tertiary creep in compression is observe^, and 
results, it is thought, from the agglomeration of the 
strengthening second phase, to which Nimonic 105 owes its 
remarkable high temperature creep strength.
If a particular stress is considered, the difference 
between tensile and compressive creep diminishes as the 
temperature is reduced, so that even if at lOOO^C the creep 
curves differed from the first instant of loading, at 950^0 
or less the two creep curves are observed to agree for a 
substantial part of the tensile rupture life.
These observations can now be used in the prediction 
of the life of turbine blades, and point the v/ay to the 
improvement of the material for such applications. Since 
failure always is initiated in grain boundaries, especially 
those transverse to the stress axis, substantial improvements 
in performances should result from the elimination of such 
grain boundaries. The compressive creep properties, which 
are much better than the tensile ones from the point of view 
of creep resistance, give an indication of the improvement 
possible.
This investigation has improved on previous 
comparative studios in the extensive metallographic study of 
deformed specimens, aimed at elucidating the cause of the 
difference between tensile and compressive creep, A survey 
of the cracking in tensile creep specimens showed that grain 
boundary cavity cracks, of about l\i diameter, could be 
observed after 2/ tensile creep strain. These cracks grevr 
and multiplied throughout the creep test, and during the 
necking/
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necking of the specimen prior to fracture they develop into 
wedge-type cracks characteristic of high strain-rate 
deformation. The main features of the differences between 
the tensile and compressive creep rates are explicable in 
terms of this cracking behaviour.
The values measured for the stress exponent and 
the creep activation energies show fair agreement with 
other studies on similar alloys. The fact that they are' 
not in agreement with the values predicted theoretically shows 
that the creep process is more complex than visualised in the 
present theoretical treatment. The large range of values 
obtained for activation energy values in nickel base a'^ .loys 
probably reflects minor differences in technique, although the 
methods used in various investigations may be nominally 
similar. In particular, no standard procedure has been 
adopted in the past for ascertaining the effect of changes in 
precipitate morphology on the activation ener^gy, and of 
minimising it. The activation energies derived for creep in 
this investigation, and in that of the Marquardt Corporation^^), 
agree with each other, and disagree with that derive^ by other 
investigators in that they are much larger. The common factor 
would appear to be that both were measured during rapid changes 
in the precipitate size and amount, while the lower values were 
derived in circumstances which would tend to reduce the effect 
of the phase change,
A feature common to both tensile and compressive 
creep tests was the unusually small scatter between creep tests 
carried out under nominally identical conditions. The reasons 
for this small scatter were considered to be the care taken to 
ensure that all material had an equivalent amount of aging 
before being tested, the fact that the temperature was monitored 
continuously, and any small drift corrected, the fact that all 
the/
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the tests were assembled and run by one operator, and that 
only two tests had to be supervised at the same time.
In view of the low failure rate of compressive 
creep tests due to buckling - 4 failures in 25 tests - the 
compressive creep machine is considered to have justified 
the choice of design. No gross deterioration of any 
component has been noted, after more than 1000 hours of high 
temperature testing. Vital to the success of this design is 
a split furnace which will provide an adequate constant 
temperature zone and a life of several hundred hours, if tests 
are not to be wasted by furnace failure. This problem has 
been solved in a novel fashion which has resulted in a furnace 
of exceptional mechanical durability and heat input capability, 
considering its small size. In addition, the simplicity of 
the design means that it can be quickly repaired, should a 
winding burn out, by cementing another in its place.
At the time of writing, the development of a machine 
to measure the Bauschinger effect is far advanced, and has 
reached the stage at which tensile and compressive loading are 
available in rapid succession, but the strain measurement is 
not yet sufficiently accurate to be satisfactory.
It is hence felt that comprehensive testing 
facilities have been developed for all the investigations 
originally envisaged. The creep testing equipment has had 
extensive trial and has shown itself to be capable of great 
accuracy in the measurement of creep curves.
Despite the large amount of theoretical effort 
expended on the problem of metallic creep, no convincing 
account has yet been developed to embrace more than a few of 
the experimental observations. The development of alloys 
and the prediction of creep properties will probably continue 
for/
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for some time on a pragmatic basis. The discovery of 
precipitation hardening and of the beneficial effects of 
boron and zirconium additions to nickel alloys are two 
excellent examples of how a chance occurrence can assist the 
advance of the metallurgical frontiers.
Suggestions for Further 7ork.
It is felt that although this investigation has 
gone far towards a total knowledge of the comparative 
tensile and compressive creep behaviour in Ximonic 105 3-t 
high temperature, there are several directions in which the 
scope of the work could be extended. The following 
suggestions are intended to indicate vfnat this author considers 
to be the most fruitful approaches.
1) The thermal fatigue analysis discussed in Chapter One has 
now indicated that the temperature range of interest extends 
as far down as 700^C, In addition to producing useful data,
comparative tests at these lower temperatures would be
interesting from a wider scientific standpoint, since they 
would be relatively free from the rapid changes in precipitate 
morphology which complicate an understanding of the creep 
behaviour at high temperatures. Also, since stress 
concentrations relieve themselves less rapidly at such 
temperatures, their effect should be more marked on tensile 
creep properties, and hence this reinforces the case for 
carrying out tests at lower temperatures.
2) Now that confidence in the apparatus has been established 
the investigation of creep phenomena could be continued at very
short times - of the order of a few seconds. Since the
transient phenomena are most important in thermal fatigue, 
particular attention could be paid to primary creep.
3)/
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5) Further work would elucidate the role of cavitation, and 
its effect on the creep rate. It is possible that methods 
could be developed for detecting such cracks could be developed 
along the lines of the work by Crussard et which does
not renuire any electropolishing,
4) A thorough investigation of the effect of stress on the 
activation energy for creep should be carried out, and should 
include precise determinations of the activation energy by 
means of very small temperature changes e.g. 1 or 2 0^, 
which would change the creep rate appreciably, without 
changing the precipitate structure. Long holding times at 
the test temperature prior to loading the specimen would 
ensure that interaction between the creep process, and the 
precipitate clustering is minimised.
5) As was stated before, an extended electron microscope 
investigation into precipitate effects, and precipitate- 
dislocation interactions was intended, but scarcely begun due 
to the lack of a microscope. Since all the specimens are 
available, this study could be carried to completion with 
great rapidity, and would correlate with the large research 
effort being expended on a world-wide scale to determine the 
role of precipitates and dislocation interactions in creep 
deformation.
AFFBNDIX
7/EERTMAN'S DTSLCC 7TI0N GHSEF THEORY
Since it is the object of this Appendix to point 
out the nain physical ideas used hy Weertman, detailed 
calculations will not be included. These can be found in 
the appropriate references^^^’ or in a textbook of 
Physical Metallurgy (see Bibliography),
The model discussed envisages dislocation loops 
expanding under an applied stress until they meet obstacles.
In the case of two-phase dispersion-hardened alloys these 
obstacles are the particles of the dispersed phase and their 
surrounding strain fields. It is assumed that the climb of 
dislocations is t^e rate-controlling process^ '^ ,
In general, then, the creep rate ê is equal to 
C = (l)
Tnere M = the density of dislocation sources
L = the maximum radius a dislocation loop will grow
to
b = Burgers vector of a dislocation
R = the rate of creation of dislocations at one
source.
The maximum radius, L, may be calculated, since at
this size the dislocation is assumed to be annihilated by
combination with dislocations of opposite sign on neighbouring 
slip planes.
Thus Z.Ixl^d A 3
where/
• y 2 * • X
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where ci is the distance climbed by a dislocation in order 
to be annihilated, and is assumed to be of the order of h, 
the particle diameter.
(25)In reference ' ^  the velocity of climb is calculated 
for an edge dislocation some distance away from other 
dislocations
• cr b® I)
V  = ------------- —
k T
7/hex’ô V the velocity of climb
cr = the resolved shear stress
k = Boltzmann’s constants
Temperature in
Thus the term R. in equation (l) can be calculated as
R R.h
We thus have
71 cr b® D 
2 k T h®
(2)
This equation is valid for the range of o' from the stress 
required to activate a dislocation source up to the stress 
necessary to push a dislocation loop between two precipitate 
particles.
This latter stress is given by
(i b
^ " I T
where p, is the shear modulus
\ is the interparticle spacing.
For/
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For stresses higher trran triis dislocations are bowel out 
between particles, and the rate of production of dislocations 
is controlled by the climb of the cut-off dislocation loops 
surrounding particles, When such loops have climbed a 
sufficient distance away from the slip plane, a further 
dislocation can pass.
Weertman calculates this distance to be
H . ^
and the expression for the creep rate which results is
I f  I)
e
For stresses so high that — — — — ^  is greater than uni ty,
(J. k T
the velocity of climb is given by
and the creep rate now becomes
4 = exp(^sLxjd) (4)
bf h p k f
for the highest stresses.
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ig .  1 . Compression Creep Machino.
1) Crosshead w ith  moveable balance w eight.
2) Main frame o f the Mand Creep Machine.
3 ) Main frame o f the compressive lo ad in g  r ig .
4 ) ‘ Furnace supports.
3 ) Upper lo ad in g  ram.
6) Specimen (See F ig . l a ) .
7 ) Lower load ing  ram.
3 ) Transducer Assembly (See F ig . lb ) ,
9 ) Loading p la tfo rm .
10 ) Coupling to the base p la te .
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Fif?» l a . Specinen Assetn'hly fo r  Co%rressinn Creep T e s ts ,
1) Upper load ing  ran .
2 ) S ta in le s s  s te e l heat s h ie ld s  'v ith  ceran ic  spacers.
5 ) Upper s p h erica l cap.
4 ) Upper extensoraeter rod.
5) The rno c cup1e .
6) Specimen.
7 ) Thernocouple.
8) Lov/er sp h eric a l cap.
9 ) LoTTer extensoneter rod.
1 0 ) Lower load in -7 ran .
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Fir. lb. Extonsoneter Transducer Assenblv,
1) Support column from n a in  fram e.
2) Extensometer rod from top o f specimen.
5) ■ Extensometer rod from bottom of specimen.
4) Transducer body.
5) Supporting spring .
6) Transducer mounting b lo ck .
7 ) Transducer core.
8) M icrom eter thread fo r  re s e tt in g the transducer core
9) S ta in le s s  s te e l r o l le r s .
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F ir:. 2. T e n s ile  Creep M achine.
1) Crosshead w ith  noveahle balance ?;ei^ht.
2) U n iversa l jo in t .
3 ) Main fram e.
4 ) lo a d in g  shackle,
5 ) • Furnace.
6) Reat s h ie ld s ,
7 ) S p ed  nen.
8) Furnace support bars ,
9 ) Transducer assembly.
10 ) Loading shackle.
11 ) U n iversa l jo in t .
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Fi/> » 4 » ■ Furnace «
1) Top Sindanyo 2nd P la te .
2 ) Shaped f i r e b r ic k  fo rn e r .
5 ) Term inal.
4 ) Top h e a tin g  res is ta n ce  w inding.
5) Bottom h e a tin g  res is ta n c e  w inding.
6) Term inal.
7 ) Bottom Sindanyo End P la te .
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7) Fin securing the
3) Crosshead of the
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F i# . 27. Nimonic 105 -  As Received M a te r ia l:  X 700 Chemical Etch,
Fig:. 28, Specimen Fractured  in  Ten s ile  Creep -  Region Close to 
F rac tu re  Surface X 40C, Chemical Etch.
F ig , 29, C a v ita t io n  Cracks a f te r  10^ Ten s ile  Creep S tra in  
X HOC, Chemical E tch,
F ig , 5 0 . Is o la te d  C a v ita tio n  Crack X 1100, Chemical Etch.
■ m
F ig . 51 . Large C a v ita t io n  Crack X 1000, Chemical Ktch.
# ■  ^
F ig . 32 . Small C a v ita t io n  Crack X 1100, Chemical Etch.
mF ig . 35* Small C a v ita t io n  Crack, X 1100, Chemical Etch.
F ig . 34. C a v itie s  Associated ^ ith  a TIassive G rain Boundary 
P a r t ic le ,  and ’-vith a Grain Boundary T r ip le  P o in t 
X 1100, Chemical Etch.
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F i# . 35# Crack Associated w ith  a Massive G rain Boundary 
P a r t ic le  X 1100, Chenical F tch .
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F ig . 36 , C a v ita t io n  Crack Associated w ith  a Massive Grain  
Boundary P a r t ic le  X 1100, Chenical F tch .
F i^ . 57. C a v ita t io n  Crack Associated w ith  a Massive Grain  
Boundary P a r t ic le  X IIC O , Chemical Etch.
Vf.'
F i^ , 58. C a v ita tio n  Crack Associated w ith  Grain Boundary 
T r ip le  P o in t X 1100, Chemical E tch.
Fig. 59* Cavitation Crack Associated with Two Grain 
Boundaries X IICC, Chemical Etch,
Fig, 40. Typical Wedge-type Crack from the Necked region of 
a Tensile Creep Specimen fractured at lOOO^C 
X 1100, Chemical Etch.
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F ig , 41* Large Wedge Crack from a Necked Region X 600, 
Chemical Etch.
F ig . 4 2 . F ra c tu re  Surface o f T en s ile  Creep Specimen 
fra c tu re d  a t 800'^C X , Chemical Etch.
IF ig , 45* Unusually Long Grain Boundary Cracks a f t e r  4;'
T e n s ile  Creep S tra in  a t 950^C X 200, Chemical E tch,
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F ig , 44. E f fe c t  o f O x idation  on the Surface of a Creep 
Specimen X 700, Chemical Etch.
1F ig , 45* R ep lic a  E le c tro n  Micrograph o f T en s ile  Creep Test 
Specimen a f t e r  45 hours 
17,000 l h , i n  . X 8000,
a t 9$0^C under a load o f
9 1
P ig . 4 6 . R ep lica  E le c tro n  " ic ro g rap h  o f Conpressive Creep 
Specimen a f t e r  3? hours a t  950°C under a load o f  
17,0G0 l b . i n  . ,-------------------- -
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